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CH i I

A NEW INT r

rt-in ' atters of Introduction

Northern Asia was largely isolated from the interests

of other states at the time Russians reached the Pacific Uce^n

in the seventeenth century, and was endowed with natural

east-west transportation routes that made expansion of the

Russian state enu.-lly natural. In the making of the great

trans-continental states of the world lussia, ^bove «.ll others,

was assisted by facts of by* The Russian state is

relatively flat, and the existing Mountain ranges do not

amount to barriers; nor have they ever* ;ce the days of

:v and Novgorod, the rivers of Russia have provided a rcn-rk-

1 neans of internal transportation; and w. liana reached

the Pacific, they did so using the river routes of northern
1

Asi . North America, by contrast, has prodigious nountain

ranges extending north and south to the detriment of travel,

and the rivers of the continent cannot provide for trails-conti-

nental tl ortation.

1. Robert J» rner, to the »e^: bourse
of Russian History (Berkeley and Lo :lcs: The University
of California Press, 1942), pp 1-6.
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ost of the rivers of Uissia flow either to the north

or south; the Dnieper and Don south to the Black "lea, the

Volga south to the Caspian Sea, unci the Ob, Yensei, ^nd Lena

rivers north to the Arctic Ocean, rhe most iMporta&t exception

to this £c liic fact is the Amur river, which flows north

and east to the Pacific littoral. Although the lussiuji rivers,

with the exception of the Amur, provide either limited, very

limited, or no access to the open sea, they do provide for

internal east-west transportation. In spite of their

north-south flow, in the upper reaches of the rivers they,

along with their many tributaries, fan out to the e.^st and to

the west. Thus, by the use of relatively short portages* aid

in some cases canals, a trans-continental transportation system

. being developed in Russia as early as the seventeenth
2

century. The Vol; , b, and Yenisei and their tributaries

were the prinury rivers used by travelers into Siberia, and

thence, either to the Lena and its tributaries or to the Amur

for the journey to the Pacific* This lust passage) that from

beria on to the Pacific, was, tad h^s remained, the

critical juncture. The use of the Lena for passage to the

cific -tical. In the first cc the Lena does

not flow into the Pacific, although ft tributary comes within

one hundred miles of the coast. Greater problems, however,

are to be found in the climatic conditions in this north-

tern portion of Asia* It is considerably north of the

. See Kerner, The Urrc to the Sea .



northern limit for , oust of the Lcn in

the terra" ivel. L*icult. e route Up the

Yenisei and its tributaries to J- down

the Amir was much no re promising* 8 Russian state, however,

lost acr to the use of the .tour in 16°,9 in t! ly of

Nerchin- ;h th.

10 were primarily responsible for i>us! lie

Ian frontiers to the east the fur trappers* Loi

before the rise of Moscow, fur had been extrenely important

to the economies of Russian states; it ren^inv ort nt
3

Tor MoseoWf SS ULy as a source of revenu, . id so, close

the heels of the fur t _chants car-ie the st^te

official lectin-: the finest pelts to provide ad
4

probably selecting a few more for their personal benefit.

Thus, the is for I nsion was thf rch for

fur as the supply depleted further to the west, and in th

of the fur the state officials red to be^in pate

together the eastern portions of the Russian ampire. The

-ter did not lead the expansion, but ratfesr I to plans

newly exploi .. under th Litic 1 roof of the ts~r.

t this process of SXj ion overexi & itself in the

die portions of the seventeenth century. It had 1-rjely

been an excursion into the unknown, both politically aid

3. Clifford . 'oust, " ;sion to the
Ihrv tecnth Century," Journal of :xononic .iistory

t

tfltJ (Decenber, 1961)
f

472-473,

4 # Ibid ., . 2.



geographically. When, however, the fur people approached the

Amur river valley, they approached the fatherland of the

Manchu rulers of the Chinese Empire. The fur people were not

great in number, and any massive support from the source of

Russian power in Europe was out of the question. Therefore,

in the face of determined Manchu resistance the forces for

expansion were halted before they reached the Amur and,

consequently, before they reached the best possible river

outlet for northern Asia. The Amur valley is just below the

northern limit for grain as the Lena basin is not, and the

Amur flows directly to Pacific littoral whereas the Lena

flows into the frozen Arctic Ocean along with the other great

rivers of northern Asia.

This misfortune of Russia was established in the Treaty

of Nerchinsk of 1689, but it was not clear at the time where

the Chinese-Russian border lay. In fact, there were two

versions of the treaty: one in possession of the Manchus;

and another version, translated into Russian, in possession of
5

the Russian state. In the Manchu version the Russian state

did not extend to the Pacific littoral; in the Russian version

the border ran along mountain ranges somewhat north of the

Amur. The Manchus were not, however, likely to enforce their

version of the treaty as long as the Russians remained north

of the Amur. The important aspect of the treaty is the loss

5. See V. S. Frank, "The Territorial Terms of the Sino-
Russian Treaty of Nerchinsk, " Pacific Historical Review, XVI
(August, 1947), passim .



of access to the Amur .Jid, thus, of i: it raetical rjv..-r-

pOft«f« system across Asia. Without the Amur any southern

route would have to i t Lake Baikal fa* fro-.: the Pacific;

and if this were not considered t. teff of xc

in the seventeenth century, it was in the nineteenth when

^sia was attempting to establish herself as a power in

the far cast.

In spite of loss of access to the Amur expansion continued,

^nd the Russian state soon found itself in possession of a

large portion of North America as v/ell ^s the Vust. expanses

of northern Asl • It was a curious empire, inhabited by

nomadic native tribes and the equally nomadic fur people*

The latter were very few in number; but so long as they

remained far to the north of the tion centers of

the world, their presence was not likely to be disputed.

Until the nineteenth century, matters rested much as has be

described in the eastern reaches of the Jlussi^n Empire, fhe

region was connected with European Russia by means of the

river systems, and it was successfully held under the political

dominance of the tsars. It was not, however, developed in the

sense of settlement or agricultural and industrial production.

In the meantime another mode of tr ;rt..tion expanded

the interests of other Boropeac states, id they, too,

approached the far east. Although the Portuguese Oaaw first

in their ships, and Dutch vessels soon followed, in the period

under consideration it was the British that b the great

sea power. Indeed, throughout the bulk of the nineteenth



century th ious nations of the world sailed their ships

at the sufferance of the Tloyal :• vy; .vnd Russia v/us certainly

no tJBG on to this. As the far eastern trade developed,

the interests of the sea powers (and the interest E ly

British) expanded from southern Asia to th t co-st of

China .md to Japan. In 1360 the Brit.' :id French arrived

at the of 1 ; in northeastern Asia «nd soon success-

fully concluded a war with the Middle Kingdom that bad been

precipitated by disputes over nutters of tradir hts.

It is important to note that in the 3 -mo ye.vr lussia obtained

the left bank of the Amur, full navigation rights upon it,

and the Prinorslc area as well. This amounted to a meeting of

1 routes ..nd overland routes that bad their origins in

Burope and their ends in the far east* It should also be

noted that sea power could not prevail upon the v^st interior

of Asia, so that .iussi exclusive control over the over-

land routes to the far east.

But to return to the situation in the eastern reaches of

the Russian Bnpire, the relationship between the iaa east

and European lu-.sia changed with tftM ce of strong

contingents of S«a power in the far east. Whereas the region

K been relatively secure bee-use of its obscurity, the

presence of sea power inadc the Russian east, and particularly

the Pacific littoral, appear to be a dangling appendage with

next to no means of defence, a region that could be parted

from the Empire by any nation with the means and the desire

to do so.



flic truth is that in I if the world was becoming much

smaller throughout the nineteenth century, ~nd that f^ct ndf

itself felt even in e^ I Siberia. The gre^t Dritish

geographer, >ir Ilalforcl Mackinder, considering this fact, s^.:

?ther we think of leal, economic, nilit^ry,
or political interconnection of things on the

irf\-cc of the globe, we are now for the first
time presented with a closed political system.
The known does not fade any longer through the
half-known into the unknown; there is no longer
1 isticity of political expansion in lands beyond

the pale* Every shock, every disaster, every
superfluity is now felt even to the .antipodes

indeed return from the antipodes.6

The development and refinement of various modes of transportation

had promoted -his aatuta observation. Among the most important

of these were faster and larger merchant marines and navies,

i nd gre~t railroads* Dy the middle decides of the nineteenth

century, British ships left few portions of the globe

ouchedj and by the same period, railroad mod the

North American continent in spite of difficult terrain.

Hut Russian Asia, ^nd especially the far cast, had not

changed drastically since the seventeenth century. It was

yet wild and largely unsettled and still depended for trans-

portation upon the river-portage system. The fact is th^t the

eastern portions of the Russian Empire had failed of develop-

raent when compared to North America or when reconciled with

the potential! of northern Asi . There were many re. sons for

this failure, o.rong them the relative financial, industrial,

6. Ilalford J. Mackinder, Democratic Ideals ^nd ^e^lity
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1942), p. 2S.
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and political backwardness of the Russian st~tc, and certain

other natters that had to be left to God, such as climatic

3 geographic di' . stages « The facts remained, God and

D notwithstanding and they found Russia somewhat lacking

at something of a disad\ th respect to the

possible c ion of sea power.

As remarkable as the river system in northern Asi~ was f

it nevertheless did not amount to a modern, very efficient

mode of bulk transportation in the middle of the nineteenth

century. Further, alt hour- h the domain of the tsar extended

to the far east, that region was not an organic part of the

ire; an tela was in no sense a power in the far east.

Russian power was centered in iiurope, and when her trans-

continental river system was co: 1 with modern sea trans-

portation she was, in terms of time and effort, as far from

the f i was Or rituin. This I 8 an even more

ortant factor in 1369, when the Suez Canal was opened.

It shortened the sea route to the Orient by thousands of miles,

tit in the first hall of the nineteenth century certain

important Russian statesmen began to concern themselves with

the problems of the east* is, in the last half of the

nineteenth century, and down to the aus so-Japanese Mar of

1904-1905, vigorous steps were taken to sake aussi power

in the far e. nd to lop the trans-conti 1 propor-

tions of the state.

The il Ct was dramatic. In the end the three - sea

powers; Great Britain, Japan, and the United States, forr.icd

coalition agaia I ttich led to the decisions of the



Treaty of Portsmouth of 1905 following the Russo-J r.

All through the period under consideration, the critical

aspect of Russia9! efforts to improve her position in the f~r

east was her passage to the Pacific, rhe passu i critical

for two basic reasons: first, simply because S favorable line

of communication to the Pacific littoral hss required; ^nd

:ond, because a favorable base for loc .1 power in the f^r

east was no ry if Russian interests were to be respected

in the Orient. An examination of the Russian push in the e^st

and further lion of the impact of iussian expansion

ui>on the various powers will demonstrate the fundamental

relationship between the fact of Russian power on the Pacific

and the nature of her passage to the Pacific. Such i :ion

should also demonstrate the fundamental irport^nce of the

decisions reached upon the conclusion of the Russo-Japanese

r. fhese decisions have h^d ^ long-term sijnif ic<xnce that

has frequently been underestimated, both with respect to

Russia's subsequent position in the far e^st and to the

vicissitudes of international f politics in the Urient.

;:u.viev, Nevelskoy, and the Par Bast

In 1847 ttef Nicholas I appointed the young and vigorous

Nicolai .

K !uraviev Governor-General of Siberia jid admonished

him to make secure for the Russian state its far eastern

territories. Muraviev was fortunate, although he did not

always recognize the fact, to fu.vc the assistance of the great

sailor and explorer Gennadi Nevelskoy. aether these men

initiated a far eastern policy th.-t, in its essentials,
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ntinued to dominate the tbInking of Russian statesmen

throughout most of the period under consideration.

By the time Muraviev arrived in the f^r east he had

formulated a ;>olicy that he thought would make Russia a power

in the far east, make the Russian far east ~n Organic part of

the Russian umpire, and that would provide lussi.i with a

r.ctical passage to the Pacific« The policy consisted of the

occupation of the left bank of the Amur river; clarification

of the four-thousand-odd-mile Russo-Chinese frontier, with the

added hope of making those portions of the Chinese Empire

north of the Great Wall some type of Russian protectorate;

^xnd finally, the elimination of that great economic burden,

Alaska, possibly by sale to the United States* which nation
7

Muraviev thought of as a future ally against British sea power.

These plans range from the most practic 1 to the most gr-ndoise

t, in fact, the all important question for Muraviev became

that concerning the left bank of the Amur, and it was upon

the successful settlement of this that most of his energy was

spent.

The Amur river is an exception in northern Asia, not only

because it flows into the open sea under relatively favorable

conditions, but also because it is the only river reaching

far into the interior of northern Asia upon which navigation

7. i'erry -'cDonou -llins, Siberian Journey ;)own the
Amur to the Pacific. 1°. 56-1 ^57 , ed. Charles Yivier
'.: adison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1962;,

. 15-16.
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from the se^ can b* of a practical natuc . rhus, in the

inr "istic age under consideration, the river could have

Otential in one of two ways: by a sea power through

BOtf lion up the river from the open sea into the very

heart of Asia; or by a lu.n>: r in cl ity ~s an

avenue of trad , means of economic penetration

into the sparsely settled regions of the Chinese fimj ire north

of the Great Mall ..nd, in thi 0S II of lussia, as ~ ne~ns of

transportation that w >uld bind the precarious eastern Russian

'

;-e into a recogiiiz whole and connect it with, the land

(1 of Russia west of Lake Baikal. The former pos use

.' ir.viev's great fe^r, ~nd it was the British th~t he

feared most in this context. The latter ; use

represented, as will be demonstrated, Muraviev's aspirations

in the far east.

In a letter to Tsar Nicholas 1 in 1849 Mur^viev clearly

ressed his opinion on the importance of the Anur:

my judgement on well authenticated
investigation, I may ttata that whoever controls
the mouth of the Amur, would in turn dominate all
of Siberia, at the very least, that part of
Siberia aa f-r wast aa L..kc .1... QandJ the
ore it [Siberia] • w in wealth and population

the more it v;ould become subject to the influence
of the power controlling the mouth of the Amur. 9

Ltchell, ihe Maritime History of -.u^sia
(London: Sedgwick ^nd Jackaon Limited, lv4v}, p. 165.

9. !'cnor , Uravicv ':o Nicholas I, undated, 1849,
cited by John illiam Stanton, "The Foundations of iussiu.n
Foreign Policy in the F E ^, 1847-1875" (Ui Liahod
:h. D. dissertation. Department of History, University of

lifornia, 1932), p. 155.
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Thus, ItoravieV was interested in the muter:. 1 potential!

of thi ion M well M the stratc:(ieal« Chi best

center ry statement concerning the economic potentials

of the region, however, as . e be found in the writ: of

erlean businessman fro ( nia« In 1854 and 1857

rry Collins traveled from European Russia across Siberia

, finally, down the Amur to the Pacific. It is true that

had preconceived ideas on a manifest destiny for Russia

to natch those of his own country, and that he hoped primarily

to see trad* develop between the Russian far east ^nd the

t coast of the United «« . ..-re Can be no doubt

t the dynamic Muraviev mu.de a groat impression on Collins,
10

or that the latter mirrored many of Muroviev's Opinion**

With respect to the economic possibilities of the A'.ur,

Collins ost hopeful.

I radc [that from Siberia to European
Uissia], altho rcat, is absolutely one of
Complete necessity, and flows only in a necessi-
tous and restricted current.... hatj then, does
this country want? The question is easily
answered - It wants a cheaper, easier, ~nd more

>id, and a more constant communication with
the sea.... LBl*0» Baetg West, North, South
all seen to be barred by nature or by man.
ut don*t be too hasty; look upon that map
.in.... row yourself with confix Upon

its [the Amur's] flowing tide, for upon this
:ous river shall float navies... QandJ a

mighty nations shall rise upon its banks.... and
at its mouth shall rise a vast city....

raviev would be in full lent with Collin ct

10. Collins, Siberian Journey Down the Amur , p. 5.

11- 2£i£*t PP» 94-95.
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to the potentials of the Amur region, but there is the

suggestion in Collins that this "generous river" would direct

trade towards the Pacific. . viev Htl convinced thu.t the

river must direct tr.uie towards the west so t he Anur

could Carry it, and then overland to Biuro] .In f~ct,

with the British dominating the sc^s, the overlcjid roui lit

12
at tines be the only possible outlet for eastern Siberi .

. iev did not think the potential trade between European

\ the far east could be secure on the open sea where
13

it was liable to interruption and perhaps destruction.

The crisis le to the Crimean ..r, and the war itself

when the Russian fleet was blockaded in the lack , served

an example to Muraviev. In such a situation the Amur

region would be left to the mercy of sea powers, he was

convinced, but for the existence oi* :ll-developed tranr •-

portation 3y* connecting the f . r east with the source of
14

. ;sian power in the west. Yet, viev expected cooperation

between lussia and the United States; -nd he hoped that it

might exclude Britain from the north Pacific and its tr-de
15

potential. In fact, he hoped that in the future Britain

12. Stanton, The Foundations of Russian *oreif,n Policy
in the Par East , p. 141.

13. Ibid .

14. itChe11 1 I'he .'».ritime History of ilussiw. , p. 165.

George Alexander Lenscn, i he ^.u s s

i

^n Push Towards
Japan: lusso-Japanese delation, 1697-1 ^75 (Princeton:
Princeton University "••;, 1959}, p. 261 •
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Bight be excluded from the entire Asian littoral of the
16

CifiC DCSait*

Due to variant circuit nces we allowed the
intrusion £sicQ of this part of Asia [the Pacific
littoral] by the ' ish, who very naturally to
the detriment ,:nd reproach of all t,
disturbing the peace end well being of' other

iions, prescribe from their little island their
own laws in all parts of t rid, excluding
America, laws not the least at the benefit
of mankind, but only at the satisfaction of the
commercial interests of Great Britain - but the

ttei Can still be mended by a close tie on our
1th the North American States*!?

But it is well to remember that even should such cooperation

between the two nations have come to fruition, it presumably

would have left the British still in command of the sea route

from the Asia littoral of the Pacific to Russian ports in

Therefore, if the economic cultivation of the far

east vms to benefit Russia, there would still have to be a

means of transportation through n Rnssii .

Otherwisef the United States would derive all the commercial

'fits, Muraviev never lost sight of this.

Other than the left bank of the Amur and the right of

navigation upon that river, there remained only one other

territorial acquisition that seemed imperative to Mktraviev«

This was the island of Sakhalin, which controlled strategically
18

the mouth of the Amur. It was Japanese rather than Chinese,

16. Memorandum, Nicolai Muruviev to Esai Alex ttdeC II,

undated, 1855, cited by Lensen, The aussian Push Towards Japan ,

pp. 300-301.

17. Ibid.

18. Itanton, Foundations of Russian Foreinn Policy in
the Far a.st , p. 16uT~



but I lev began to pl> jttlers there, just M hi had

been doi. I one the Amur, in expect<ition of making a claim.

rhrou£hout Msraviev'a tenure in the f -t his colle.

and his right ar • the brilliant SffiSSan and explorer

Gennadi Iskoy • ovelskoy's contributions to the

lent of the Uissian fur east were his discovery that

the mouth of the Amur could be re I the south up the

Gulf of T&rt&ry9 that the river wag accessible to sea»faring

ships, that there were no Chinese naval forces stationed

t fchs nouth of the Amur, and that the natives of the lower
19

Amur region claimed to be independent of the China

It was also the influence of Ncvclskoy that altered the

territorial ambitions of Russia in the far sast< MaraviaVf

>arently, would otherwise have been content with the left

bank of the Amur, with Sakhalin, and with making Patropaylovak

the main Russian base on Pacific waters. Nevelskoy repeatedly

pointed out that such a base would be isolated, being directly

across the Sea of Okhotsk from the mouth of the Amur on the

tip of the Kamchatka peninsula. Nevelskoy recommended that

direct her aims t< the entire coast line
20

fat as llorea. He reasoned that ty such an acquisition

isia could obtain a better port and one in warmer

waters, and that if Russia should fail to obtain this region

there could be no doubt that or, i.e., Britain, would

19. Ibid., p. 151.

20. Ibid., pp. 156-157.
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If there i: Ion to n interests.

tion of the Prinors' Ion, consisting of the

rJ ' nk of tl .its conf:

Anur, nee down the right bank of that river to its

mouth, ould throw a ring around Manchuria and be in a

si tion to deny :t

Ivor, • with the left

•ir, the Primorsk region u eiy

•ettl , j to i | Letaghabla from the Chinese Empire*

lostile to tl , but it W4

lously sound reasoni. , at least with respect to local

str. ; ind in 1857 the Primorsk was officially incorporated

in\;o '.ussian ains in their boundary dispute with China
22

ale ifch the left bank of the Anur»

The idc i ipl : Ions of Muraviev Nevelskoy ran

somewhat of those of t kian foreign ministry and

far ahead of whatever the Chinese ministers had in mind*

latter were nadersl le to see the validity

,
s at first

iraviev had had the confidence of the

..- l in 18471 but it was not

until J 7 of 1"54 that he led control of questions
23

rel. to the Chinese boundary

•

ice to eastward

1 • Ibid .

22 • IPid+ « p. 275,

. Ibid.
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-ion was primarily to be found in the person of Minister

of Foreign Affairs Nesselrode. He was orientated toivards

Europe and feared a far eastern venture Bight disturb relations

\ 'itli Britain* In 1848, nuch to the chagrin of Muroviev,

Nesselrode attempted to settle the boundary dispute with
24

China by recognizing the Amur Chinese property.

It was not done, ;.nd in August of 1853 the Tsar took
25

Nesselrode completely out of the fsf eastern matter.

Hereafter Uissian action was more 8 tic. Strategic points

were occupied, and Muroviev led several flotillas down the

Amur with the purpose of istr^ting Russian interest.

But the incentive to force the issue with the Chinese

was supplied by the Crimean War and the crisis leading up
26

to it. In t! 11 of 1H54 sea communications between

European Russia and the far east were cut by the c bined

British and French navies. Tims, if the .iussian territory on

the X'acific were to be maintained, it would have to be by the

tr rt. tion of military forces dovm the r« In f_ct 9

during the Crimean VJar, some ten thousand men were finally

•sed at the mouth of the Amur and there utterly repulsed ~n

lo-Prench . I earlier attack upon Petropavlovsk

?4. Lens en, The .Uissian Push Towards Japan, p. 272.

25. Ibid ., p. 278.

26. frey F. Hudson, The .>st in .vorld Politics
(°d ed. rev # ; London: Oxford University Press, 1045), p. 57.

27. Stanton* Hie Foundations of iUissian Forei,;n iolicy
in the Far iiast , p." 245.



also repulsed, but later in the war I :uraviov, u >on

28
>y's •. Btion, b udoned it for the duration,

A snail success to be sure but, under the circi: .-.
, it

stood out and helped solidify the opinion of Russian statesmen

in support of raviev. lost at the mouth of the
29

ube she woul outh of ir« :rther,

this Ian troop movement down the river did not fail to

the Chinese*

Now one reason Nesselrode had been opposed to aggressive

j ion in the f r east was that he was aware of Russia's

relatively wealc position there* He knew little of Chin., and

ed little, but he could scarcely see how Russia with a

force of some ten thousand men or less could detach a portion,

larger than France, of Ire of millions* One Can easily

understand Nesselrode* s fears, but as it happened, Russia had

little difficulty* China was WS , aid St this time w

convulsed by the T*ai P'ing Rebellion and, after 1856, was at

r wit!} Britain an BOS* -n threat was directed

toiror ;ions that were barely settled by the Chin ad

were then of no economic importance, whereas the British and

neb threat was directed towards Canton and later towards

the Chinese capital itself* That is, the allies were coaching

the economic and political hearts of the empire* fhus, the

BSisa demands for the Amur and the Primorsk sight Cause her

• *bid *

. Ibid., . 46.
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to - to join t.hc British and . id ao f when

. ;sia politely o. d to be the friend of - '. te

between the belligerents, the Chi ted to
31

accept* rice v;.ls the cession of the Id nk of t

Amur ion to .ussi... he final t 6y was

si , I 60, by General Xgnatiev in Peking*

It mi : lly a confirmation of an extension of I rlier

treaty s -viev in 1858, the Treaty of :n.

us, so f~r as territorial ambitions were concer. .,

et with gre.it I cc ..od of fourteen

ye.ers. ere remitted the question of ftfcha lln, to be settled

in Russia's favor in l.°,75 by eatchlx reocc v.ith

internal reforve. This was long after iur.iviev's day, however,

for soon after the Treaty of Poking, he retired froa the

I east, his health ired.

The ulti success of the new Rust fc, however,

ended upon much riore than the sinple i of landf

and indeed ; cutt viev v til aware of this, hen bad to be

settlers for the new rerion to Loit the cultural and

mineral potential! . trade had to flow ^lon^r the r nd

^cross Sit) n<$ industry had to develop.

,
settled i ckward area the new

t would I ost as precarious M the old,

ould becone increasingly rious with the furtl.

30. Ibid . . | . 290,

31« rulson, 7ho ?;-r -.ast in World Politics,
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Laic* of the interests of t!: owcrs in the f^.r east.

In fact | thin is exactly v/h I -:ied.

In the first place the Amur liver proved to be a less

tn ' " ctory ia of '.on for anything and

lly for conr-erc
, ich r : of regularity

and de lity. Por 173 days of the year the Amur was

frozen, and for 17 to 27 more days there v; t danger from
32

the thai . Further, until much later in the 1890* s, there

were never enou fc anil ;;o use the Anur as a frozen

the river flowed freely there wag great danger

fron she I*, ;ef unpredictable currents, and all Banner of

obstruction. rican traveler Perry Collins, in spite

of his enthu and opt a forced to record his

fficultiee upon the Amur.

found todayf as usual since we left the
a (near the Hongaharoe f a confluence with the
;ur), the river too wide to t or agree*

able for our mode or means of navigation! there
arc so many islands, bars, chut .

,

that one becomes lost in their labyrinth, and,
when the wind ila, you are thrown on one
shore or the other, without the possibility of
cr river or visiting such objects on
the Opposite shore as may be of interest***

Collins frequently wished for a "little steamer", and

was confident that such a vessel would allow one to stc^
34

•lly some two thousand miles alone the Amur. Apparently

California Pr< , , p. 2»

33. Collins, Siberian Journey i;oan the Amur, pp. 270-271.

34 » Ibid ., . -^14.
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c^rri tb tntbutiataa
for 11 b-rk

drew only two feet of water( end it wi ' / : .ed

for one reason or Another* coui reel? be

to overcoat til tction*

lso to tor of tr. the

i on . Mir | wbJ Ln a reasonable

dit of L id Irkutsk, La*

, It was, Hat the center of population aid

commerce In to :ast u.nd had lon£ been tl,

'nus of I
- .j European ... t the volur.ic of

tr tat relatively sr;.ill and the Beans of fcrantportation to

Irkutsk were what antiq / the middle of the
35

nineteenth century* It has been pointed out that with justice

the Russians have been accl for their ancient use of

rivers and port . We have seen that this sethod \

ith succ cross Siberia*

In, if tut as to actual" a trans-

continental nation,
, power in being in the far

, ra systcn of tr rt.tion was a | . or

le, in 1856f trade fro. SCOW to Chetah by l.*nd convey-

ance required si nd cost about two hund nd
36

twenty-four dollars per ton. By the cheaper but still slower

method of river-porta^c transportation the cost was approxi-
37

tely one hundred nd eighty doll. or ton.

35. Supra , p. 7.

36. Collins, Siberian Journey o u the /unur , p. 179.

37. Ibid.
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Another serious problem of the new Russian fur east was

the matter of settlers. is hud been a problem of all of

Lberiaj or if not necessarily a problem, a f..ct of its

existenc . .e have seen that economic v.nd politic .1 expansion

had been by the nomadic fur trappers and State revenue
33

officials. all v/ho were seriously interested in the

new far e^st were aware that it would have to be settled by

Russian peoples (preferably Slavic) v/ho would then apply their

individual talents to develop the tall and Primorsk into an

integral part of the Russian umpire, .Vuruviev knew this and

had made efforts to bring settlers into the region, albeit

with limited success* In the first place it took ,ely

two years for a family to migrate to the region east of
39

Lake Baikal, and it was an expensive journey as well*

Another probl s state restriction on migration. Such

triction had been in existence since 1808, but in the years

just after the reforms that gave the serf his personal freedom

laws were >d that all but prohibited peasant migration
40

into Siberia. .lowners argued that even though the

s now free he should not be allowed to leave his

:ive region. The landowner* thought that should such be

allowed their property would decline in value, there being

• Supra , P» 3.

39. David J* Dull in. Hie aise of Russia in Asia (New
Yale University Press, 1949), p* 25*

40* AnatOle V. lov, 'The Conquest and Colonization
of Siberia," Slavonic levicw , X (April, 1932; , 569.
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41
no cli nd plentiful supply of agricultural 1-bor. ,

nost of the settlors in the new f^r Sast f und in

beria us a whole t for that matter, were either exiles or

unauthorized . o exiles made poor settlers, the

entire group understand. bly left something to be desired so
42

fax M deportment was concerned. In 1H60 the Russian fu.r

43
LSt claimed 15,000 souls, although by 1867 there were 108,000.

is, the new Russian possessions on the I acif ic were precar-

iously underpopulated, und even in 1900 the populi ti s less
44

than one third of a million, bout a significant population

tever potential in conferee, industry ~nd agriculture existed

would fail of development.

ttt perhaps the most disappointing aspect of the new

Russian far east concerned the misfortunes of the few settlers

that were there. ey found the short growing season, to

harsh climate, and various grain diseases put them in a position

of having to import grain into the Anux v; lley and the
45

rimorsk, :rc was plentiful pasture 1 nd 9 but the same

climatic disadvantages destroyed a profitable cattle industry.

.tie were imported to the Russian f~r east until the beginning
46

of the twentieth century.

41. Ibid.

. Ibid .

43. Dallin, ihe i.ise of aussia in Asia , p. 25.

44. Ibid .

45. lozemoff , aussi:r , ern Policy , p. 3.

46. Ibid.
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In fact, the new Russian fv.r east had turned out to be

ilure when considered B Bther than territorial

at«

concerning the settlers and their problems. In Spits of

« prohil .nese tion above tl I Mall

th re not repealed until 1378, ..d been i Lag

flux of id Korean , into . the
47

far east after I860* Further, there were disputes
48

aloni; the border with China th^t caused many to war.

There wu,s no certainty that Russia could win such ft war*

.veral Russian military men look . on the Russian

far m being all but indefensible, and especially in the
49

c se of th ir valley* as entir ion was s] arsely

settled and had a proportionately large oriental minority.

It :ly deft X right angle to inese

attack. Moreover | it was not develi enough to art a

large amy should one be brought iron tti t, .aid since 1

-d been approaching ins; ^o m

Duri - araviev period the most successful

lertaklng with respect to th isian f~r east was an almost

iplets revei sal of Muraviev*s policy. That is, the Amur and

Primorsk became little more than an overseas colony of

Euro; tns«ia< Settlers were subsidized by the state and

47. lterS«H« Tang, Russian v.nd joviet Volley in
churia and outer lia, 1~11-1931 CDuiham; Duke

University Prc^s, 1959/, p. 17.

48. Halosenof .
a^si^n Far aastcrn L'olicy , p. 4.

4v

,



sent to the , ich trade -

gc >n sea tr-..s ort. , nd

trade aero I . jw by tlie opening

of tl; a 1 in 1-69. In 1673 tl 1 uc of Laa

ort t :, tlM trade center of nor rn

, ly 39,6C0 s, Bad by ire fa

50
25,coc rubles* of s ctual

pr< I witl ttlenient in the f..r Bastj this new

.': nsport nt upon the
51

fur; t.-l d .- n AsJ . of the sea

Caused the fa I of overland t .ion to dedli

Ok of use. B , those prospective

who could ill Igb cost of sea trans*

•rtatioo that exc disc: d
52

fro I ffered nc . trough

be linl tssian f<~r sa ad Qurop<

La becaae cons bly weaker than it ! in the

of Marav£er«

eess the Aaur declined is of

. >osedly th .

settl ,ns of easten trla

that held f far east together* .aid

yet, i far an over lony the Prisorsa*
53

area on tfa st quit urally becaue nor. Bt«

* Ibid., p. 7.

Ibl4> « . 14*

53. Ibid., p. 14.
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It must be said, then, that by the early 1880*4 Russia

I less a trans-continental nation than it had been in the

tines of ''uraviev, even though most of his planning had been

projected into the future. All the continental modes of

transportation were weakened.

Now it is true that in the period from I860 to If

Russian foreign policy was concerned with matters further

west, and that this was at least a partial cause of the

disappointing development of the tram-Baikal region.

Nevertheless, certain innate disadvantages of the Amur and

Imorsk played their part. Hie climatic probl s been

noted, but the basic problem was of a geo-political nature.

The Russian far east v/as a result of expansion east from

Baikal to the sea, and north to south expansion along the

coast from Kamchatka to Korea. Thus the Primorsk and Amur

regions form a half circle around Manchuria*

It is of the greatest significance that the hinterland
54

of the Primorsk is not Siberia, but churia. The same can

be said for much of the Amur's left bank. the north of the

re is only a narrow belt of land upon which it is

possible to support a significant population. The northern
56

limit for grain is very close at hand. It is reasonable

to maintain, then, that the natural hinterland of the lower

54. Hudson, The Par ; in »orld Politics , pp. 61-62.

. Nicholas f. : irov, Gco^ra, hy of .cussia (New York:
John Wiley HIS, 1931), pp. 296-299.

56. Ibid.
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Amur lies in Manchuria to the south and not towards the

frozen north. By any standards of political geography the

Russian far east left much to be desired, and Muraviev had

been too preoccupied witii obtaining the Amur and Primorsk to

do anything but speculate on the potentials of Manchuria,

Thus, the new Russian far east was a great distance from the

source of Russian power and connected with it only by difficult

and slow modes of transportation; and it found its natural

hinterland to be in Manchuria, the fatherland of the Chinese

Emperor. With these things in mind it is not difficult to

understand the opinions of later Russian statesmen who concerned

themselves with the far east; that Russia must, would, and

almost by a natural law, should dominate or occupy Manchuriu..

Indeed it appeared that the weakness of the Amur and Primorsk

regions left no choice but further expansion if they were to

be held at all.

Those familiar with the Russian far eastern situation had

seen the connection with Manchuria long before the venture had

manifested itself as a failure in the years between 1S60 and

the 1880*3. Muraviev had seen it, and the American traveler

Perry Collins, writing in 1857, speculated on it in this

interesting manner:

The probability is that ilussia will find it necessary,
in order to give peace and security to the trade on
this important river [the Amur] , from her Siberian
possessions into the ocean, to follow our example
in the acquisition of Louisiana; for the whole of
Manchooria is as necessary to the undisturbed
commerce of the Amoor as Louisiana was to our use
of the Mississippi; consequently, in my opinion,



no short of the Chinese Wall will be a
fficient boundary on the south,...

he optimism and dreams of I ir\.viev and Nevclskoy, of

travelers such as Perry Collins, ftftd of Russian statesmen

concerned with the next push in the far east, were not

founded on fantasy, iiather, fruition seemed quite probable

if Russia could manure to develop, even in a limited way,

her trans-continental proportions by modern means of trans-

portation. It seemed quite probable because of two assumptions

th re frequently made. These were; that the oriental

nations would remain weak in comparison to the great powers

of Europe, and that the -loyal Navy would be at a loss to check

lussian overland advances into the northern portions of the

far east.

,. Perry Collins to William L. Ma*CYj Irkutsk, aastern
Siberia, January 31, 1H57, House . }S£& - » 35 Oong.g
1 I »| • 15-17,



CHAPTER II

RAILROAD STRATBGY AND ECONOMICS

After a quarter century of relative neglect and disinterest

following the '-"uraviev period in the far cast, the situation

there called for reform in almost every area and especially in

the matter of overland transportation to the source of Russian

power in the west. In the period from 1881 to 1 various

important Russian statesmen became aware of the danger in the

t, and steps were taken to put the empire in a more

defensible position. Until 1835, at least, fear of Chinese
1

aggression was the main impetus to action.

It has already been noted that efforts were made to

strengthen Russia* position in the far east by weans of sea

communications, but that this had disadvantageous results

along with some improvements. Other measures of reform

followed in the l?>30 f s. In 1°-12 the number of non-Aussian

settlers allowed in the far east was limited; a measure which

points to the lussian fear of creeping Chinese aggression.

At the same time the new Russian far east was divided into

1. Andrew Jalozemoff, Uissian Far Eastern Policy, 1S81-
1904: With Special Emphasis on the Causes of the .iu f3so~
Japanese 'Jar ^Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
: lifornia Press, 1958), p. 26.
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more convenient administrative units: the Amur region; the

Primorsk; and Sakhalin. All of these were put under the

energetic command of General A. N. Korf. This last was a

great improvement, for in the period of neglect responsible

positions in the east had been given to civil servants of

inferior quality. ith respect to the deteriorated overland

route to the east, a "temporary law" was passed in 1831 to aid

settlers going to Siberia. It provided for medical c;*.re along

the way and established information services for the migrants.

fhis law remained in effect until 1869, at which time it was

replaced by a permanent law giving more tangible aid to

settlers in the form of grants to purchase horse?,, c ttle,
2

seed, and implements. It was also agreed that settlers would

be freed from land taxes and other incidental payments for

number of years.

But the fundamental measure to strengthen Russia's position

in the far east was the decision to construct a trans-Siberian

railway made in the spring of 1886 by Tsar Alexander II.

It was several years before construction was a, but the

matter was settled enough at this time for statesmen and

dreamers to look to the future with excitement and optimism.

The railroad would clearly solve many problems of security in

the Russian far east and would allow Russia to pursue u. strong

policy in the Orient; possibly the strongest.

2. Anatole V. Baikalov, "The Conquest and Colonization
of Siberia," Slavonic ileview , X (April, 1932), 570.
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fhe diplomatic dec | also cleared for action in the

Orient, and by the end of 1887 there was a very narked shift

of Russian interest towards the cast. In December of 1881

Minister of Foreign Affairs de Giere said of the Bulgarian
3

problem: "We wash our hands of the whole concern," ^nd

later, in July of 1887 Russia arrived at a compromise agree-

ment with Britain over Afganistan. Thus, Russia was in a

position to concentrate more on the f<-r cust. AnotL C ttcr

that had a great indirect influence on I i plans was the

French difficulty in the Tonkin War of 1884-1883, Reflecting

upon reverses suffered by French arms in this xvar considerable

French capital found its way to Russia as an alternate invest-

ment, and especially did it gravitate towards the financing
4

of railways in Russia, For her own part, the Russian Empire

was not able to g ) it along financially.

3ut the incident that gave the greatest impetus to a new

Russian foreign policy in the far east was the Port Hamilton-

Port Lasarev affair of 1°>35. Russia had had some minor

influence in Korea in the l^O's, and in 18°. 5 it was rumored

that she was going to occupy Port Lasarev on the eastern coast

of the peninsula. Acting upon this rumor, the British

proceeded to occupy Port Hamilton, an island off the southern

3. D. M, Pozdnccv, "Material^ po voprosu peremotre
deistvushchik v kitaiskikh morskikh tamozhniakh. . .

, " Izvestiia
Inperatorskago Institute, XIV (1906), 81 f

cited by I dozer of f,

Russian Far Eastern Policy, iTU-1904 , p. 38.

4. I lozemoff , Russian Far iastern Policy, 1 P1-1V04 ,

p. 38. British c was generally out of the question
because of the long-st. nding tension in Anglo- lussian affairs*
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tip of Korea.. They feared the prospect of Russia gaining a

foothold further to the south and closer to their interests.

The Royal Navy at Port Hamilton would balance the situation

and give the British command of the Korean Straits. In f^ct f

Russia never occupied Port Lasarev, whereas the British

remained at Port Hamilton until 1887 « But the point of it a.11

was not lost on the Russians. It demonstrated what a simple

matter it would be for British sea power to blockade a Russian

squadron in the Sea of Japan so that Russian vessels would not

be able to manage a neutral port for coaling and rework, much

less a return to European Russia. Reflection upon this inci-

dent was one of the primary causes of Russia f s return to the

policy of Muraviev, That is, that Russia should become an

actual land power in the far east by trans-continent. -1

development. Therefore, the Port Hamilton incident was an

indirect cause of the construction of the Trans-Siberian
5

- ilroad. It has been noted that in the year after the inci-

dent the Tsar ordered the construction of the railroad.

By 1887 , then, Russia had reverted to the essential policy

of J'uraviev, and one that was based on land power rather than

sea power. It should be noted, however, that this was not

innately an aggressive policy, and that it was not so in any

case for some years. It was designed to secure the Russian

far east from possible attack by the Chinese or a sea power,

and to do this it was necessary to devise a means of communi-

cation that was not dependent upon the prevailing mood of the

5. Ibid ., p. 33.
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British. It was also hoped that the policy would assist

:sia in becor..'
. power in being in the far east 11

as simply connect the region with Russia 9! power in the west.

In the meantime it was rc^ Ls d that Russia had to be

c utious, and indeed she was in the opening years of the

1390-1099 decade. lUrst, the - iberian had to be completed,

and then there was an added difficulty in the failure of Germany

to renew the Reinsurance Treaty in 1890. This left Russia in

uncomfortable isolation, and it was not until January of 1894

that the Franco-Russian Alliance was concluded tc relieve

the discomfort.

By 1895 9 however | Russian policy became quite? forceful,

if not outright ressive« The construction of the Trans*

Siberian Hi ilway had been proceeding apace and so had Russian

plans in the far east under the guiding spirit of Minister of

Pinaace Witte« ftut also proceeding apace was the development

of Japan lodern
t
;reat power, and in the Sino-Japanese

War of 1894*1895 this became manifest. The Japanese dispatched

the "Chinese Colussus" with considerable facility, ..nd in the

resulting Treaty of Shimonoseki, secured control over, u.:nong

other things, the very strategic Liaotung peninsula in the
6

extreme south of Manchuria. Many Russian plans for the

future were vitally concerned with Manchuria, and it was

decided that Japan could not be allowed to obtain such a foot-

hold on the mainland of Asia in light of their recent display

6. John V. A. MacMurray, Treaties and Agreements With and
Concerning China (New York: Oxford University Press, 1921),
pp. 18-19.
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of military prowess. All of the leading statesmen interested

ill the far east agreed in their fear that Japan night soon

dominate China to the exclusion of Russian interests. Witte,

Cautious as he was to prove later, was in f;.vor of pushing

Japan out if possible.

There soon followed the Triple Intervention by Russia*

Prance, and Germany which denied Japan the fruits of victory.

The French and Germans had their own reasons. The Russian

position was stated most accurately by Count D. A. Kapnist in

a committee meeting, attended by Witte, concerned with the pros-

pect of an intervention. The Count affirmed that if the great

potential of Russia was to be realized in the far east the

Japanese would have to be forced to withdraw from the Liaotung
7

peninsula.

Faced with ft combination of three great European powers,

the Japanese statesmen wisely decided to "bear the unbearable"

and retired from the Liaotung peninsula, as the Brit: ad

advised them to do. The Triple Intervention was a great

diplomatic victory for Russia* Japan had been eli I zed from

the continent. China was left whole and well disposed towards

Russians for their leadership in the intervention, and was

considerably weaker. Such a situation in China favored

Russian ambitions. Indeed, soon after the intervention Russia

and China signed ft treaty of alliance.

The Russo-Chinese Treaty of Alliance of May, 1896, was

ostensibly directed against Japan, and as such did not divest

7. ilalozcmoff, Russian Far Eastern Policy, 1331-1904 , p. 60.
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itself from Russian interests, Japan was by now certainly

recognized as a potential enemy. But of greater importance,

so far as the general Russian push to the east is concerned,

is the fact that the treaty contained the concession for the

construction of the Chinese Eastern Ui.tway through Manchuria.

In order to facilitate the access of the
Russian land troops to the points menaced by
Japan, and to secure their means of subsistence,
the Chinese Government consents to the construc-
tion of a railway line across the Chinese-
provinces of the Amour (i.e., Eleilunckiang) md
of Guirin (Kirin) in the direction of
Vladivostok.**

The Japanese menace was something of a pretext, v'itte tells

us that as the Trans-Siberian reached Trans-Ba.ika.liu. he

conceived the plan for routing the remainder to Vladivostok

through northern Manchuria, He had three main reasons, none

of which boar a direct relation to Japan: by not following

the great northern bend of the Amur the route would be around

780 miles shorter; the route through Manchuria would obviate

the necessity of overcoming the technical difficulties of the

Amur route; and finally, in Manchuria there would be much better
9

soil productivity and climate to support Russian penetration.

Here one finds another comment on the innate disadvantages

of the Russian far east. But in any case, after a penetration

of Manchuria, Russia would not have to depend upon her own

8. MacMurrayi Treaties and Agreements With and Concerning
China , p. 81.

9. Sergey Yulevich Witte, The IJemoirs of Count Witte ,

ed. and trans. Abraham Yarmolinsky (Garden City, New York, and
Toronto: Doubleday, Page and Company, 1921), pp. 86-87,
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territory. Alone with the right to build a railroad there

were rights to maintain a guard which could easily be developed

into a significant military force, and there was the right of

exploitation alone the right of way which could provide a

means of economic penetration. The railroad was to be operated

by a Russo-Chinese Bank in which the Chinese had no effective

control. In truth, the bank was a manifestation of Russian

expansion and French support through financial investment.

By this time France was Russia's ally.

The Chinese Eastern concession was the most important

step yet taken in the trans-continental development of Russia*

In so many ways it represented the practical plan rather than

the rash ideas of the dreamer. But the new passage to the

Pacific ran through the property of another nation, and that

was problematical, Hopes were high, however, and it was thought

that with the growth of Russian enterprises primed by the

Chinese Eastern a great chunk of northern China would ultimately
10

fall to Russia* Witte himself was primarily encouraged by

the prospects of economic penetration in Manchuria, But he was

quite aware of the political and strategical significance of

the proposed Chinese Eastern, Witte visualized Russian forces

massed in the far east ready to force concessions from both

China and Japan and quite capable of protecting an expected
11

Russian sphere in Manchuria and northern China, The proposed

10, David J. Dallin, The Rise of Russia in Asia (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1949), p, 53.

11. Malozemoff, Russian Far Eastern Policy. 1881-1904 , p. 76,
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railro d would be able to ort such enter

next major sten in the ian push to the east was

the occupation of Port Arthur in December of 1H97 and soon

thereafter the entire Liaotung peninsul. . This occupation

rt of the general scramble for concessions which \.

started by the German seizure of Kaiochow and ended with

concessions to the French in the south. It almost precipitated

a gen r.l war* '3ut so far I ' osition was concerned

it mar' nother strategical and political improvement, and

it greatly improved her passage to the sea. It did not improve

her relations with the sea covers involved, the new acquisition

being the same region so recently denied Japan after a

victorious war*

Port Arthur had many advantages over Vladivostok, which

had been the main Russian base since 1C60. In the first place

it is an ice-free port as Vladivostok is not, but the greatest

advantage of Port Arthur over Vladivostok is that the former

is not enclosed in the Sea of Japan, It opens on to the

Yellow Sea and the Pacific. The outlets to the Pacific proper

from Vladivostok are the Soya Strait, the Tsugaru Strait, and

the Korea Strait. All three are narrow and geographically

dominated by Japan, and the Japanese naval program was proceeding

apace. Finally, Port Arthur is so situated that if properly

fortified it could have dominated the Chinese capital, the
12

source of all favors on the mainland.

12. Arthur J. Marder, The Anatomy of British Sea Power
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1940), p. 302.



Lth the acquisition of Port Arthur there was a call for

further railroad penetration in Hanchuria. In fact, there

ild have to be a railroad to Port Arthur if the base was to

properly supported. Thus, it was by way of the "logic of

r ilroad expansion" that in June of 1898 lussia signed with

China an agreement allowing for the construction of a railroad

to run south from the Chinese Eastern to the Liaotung peninsula
13

and Port Arthur. At this stage Russian plans for the rail
14

penetration of Manchuria became intergrated. As the new

railroad, the South Manchurian, moved in to exploit rich and

relatively heavily-populated southern Manchuria, Port Arthur,

as a strong base, would protect the enterprise from interference

by an interested sea power or by a wrathful one. At the same

time the South Manchurian \wuld feed and support Port Arthur.

The Chinese Eastern would connect all major Russian interests

in the far east to the Trans-Siberian, which in its turn would

link the whole to the primary source of power in Europe.

Finally, the Chinese Eastern and South Manchurian, by making

possible a Russian stronghold at Port Arthur, would make the

Russian's pleasure felt more keenly in the far east and

especially in nearby Peking, the Chinese capital. No other

power had such an advantage of proximity.

It should be noted that Witte was very much tst the

occupation of Port Arthur and the Liaotung peninsula. In the

13. Mac" urray, Treaties and Agreements With and Concerning
China, pp. 154-156.

14. Milozemoff, ilussian Par Eastern Policy. 1331-1904 , p. 112.
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first place it was contrary to the terms of the Russo-Chinese

Treaty of 1896, and in the second place it seemed to him too

high-handed to occupy the same region that Russia had lately
15

been so instrumental in denying Japan. Witte also foresaw
16

"complications likely to have disastrous results" when upon

the completion of the railroads Russia would be in an excellent

position to threaten the interests of other powers, especially

those of Britain and Japan. Apparently Witte thought of the

Chinese Eastern as a means of penetration was entirely suffi-

cient for the time being and that in due course it would satisfy

all of Russia 1 s aspirations. There is some reason to doubt

this, but at any rate, reflecting upon the ultimate failure of

the Russian push, Witte thought of the Chinese Eastern conces-

sion as being the foundation of a policy that would have

succeeded.

The agreement was an act of the highest
importance. Had we faithfully observed it, we
would have been spared the disgrace of the Japanese
War and we would have secured a firm foothold in
the Par East. Anticipating upon the course of
events, I may say here that we ourselves broke
the agreement and brought about the situation we
are now facing in the Par East. 17

Indeed, by the middle of 1898 Russian prestige in the f^r

east was seriously declining. The Chinese Government, displeased

over Russia's expansion in Manchuria, now had definitely an

anti-Russian group in their foreign office. The thrill was gone.

15. Witte, Memoirs , p. 99,

16. Ibid ., p. 100.

17. Ibid., p. 93.
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The Chinese had r rail concession to Britain

t would infringe on the Russian sphere, and a rapprochement

between China and Japan was in the air.

Because of this deteriorating position, Russia came to

an mt with Britain in February of 1399 eoncernii
18

railroad spheres. It was something of a retreat from the

.um policy in Manchuria, but nevertheless, did nothing to

seriously hinder Russian penetration. It did have the bene-

ficial effect of easing international tensions, which were

understandably high at the time. Tensions were further eased

by the circulation of the "open door" note in September of the

ye.tr by the United States' Secretary of State, John Hay.

since tl issian position in Manchuria was something of a

monopoly, the "open door" was clearly not designed to further

the Russian cause. It was possible, however, for Russia to

make an innocuous interpretation of the note, and this was

allowed.

But even as tension was eased and Russia saw fit to

compromise with the British, an event occured which precipitated

another major encroachment in Manchuria. This was the mystic

"Boxer" Rebellion, designed to expel all foreigners and return

the Celestial Kingdom to its pristine state of cultural purity.

Now so far as Russia was concerned, the importance of this

event was not the famous siege of the legations in Peking

(she cared little enough about that), but rather how to react

18. f'alozemoff, Russian Par Eastern Policy. lSr.1-1904 ,

p. 115.
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as the rebellion spr ad to Manchuria. At first the Russians

1 no real choice. The extent ..nd homogenity of their interests
19

ft no option hut that of military action. Thus, Russia's

ilar troops entered Msnchuria and by October of 1900 were

in full control. It was ori Lly planned that the regular

forces would be withdrawn immediately, but because of the
20

1 cat situation this proved to be ir possible:. Ther ._• was no

.ns of transport!]] troc c . to iiberi . The riv

were frozen by this tir:c, and the railroad was not as y t

re I from d ! suffered during the rebellion, further,

many of the ex-boxers had turned to outright banditry, and

troops were needed to protect Russian lives ~nd interests.

The following spring, however, a good harvest put the Boxers

Ck to normal work, and the rails were ready. There was no

longer any reason for the presence of r r forces. Still

y remained, and in fact never left in the period under

consideration. The army was there, not precisely by pretense,

and it all - \ too good an opportunity to miS3. It was

expect ed t\ it could be extracted fro 1
] China that

would all but give Manchuria to Russia* Repeated to

secure such an : >ment were made, always with the same result:

l La -mid politely decline to discuss fcer until such

tine as the Russian troops were recalled* In fact, the presence

of these troops served to solidify opposition to Russia, and,

19. Ibid ., p. 136.

20, Ibid,, pp. 1^3-144.
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because the sea powers were behind her, Chin^ felt strong

enough to deny Russia*

Tension mounted, and in March and April of 1901 there

was a war -care with a Japan concerned lest Russia cone to

dominate all north China. There were two parties in Japan:

one that wanted to keep the peace and reach an rnent with

Russia over Manchuria and Kore ; ad one that wanted an alliance

with England whereby war could be waged against Russia if

necessary. The war scare of March and April closed this split

considerably and caused Japan to move closer to an alliance
21

with England* It also caused the beginning of some rethinking

o:: the part of Russian statesmen, but nothing positive was done

immediately. cn t however, after a long and complicated travail,

the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was concluded, there was action.

The alliance had two immediate effects on Russian policy.

First, Minister of Foreign Affairs Lamsdorf attempted to make

his nation , s alliance with France a counterpoise. He was not

entirely successful. The French, having the Germans in mind,

were not especially anxious to expend energy in the f«.r east,
22

and the resulting agreement was vague at best. Second,

Russia came to a quick agreement with China to evacuate
23

Manchuria in three stages. The first stage of the evacuation

carried out on schedule, but there the matter rested.

21. Ibid, p. 167.

22. IMac urray, Treaties and Agreements With and Concerning
China , pp. 325-326.

23. Ibid ., p. 327
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In spite of the fact that opposition to Russia hud been

becoming firmer, her position in the fur east was nevertheless

quite strong, at least from the purely physical side. In 1903

her regular troops were still in Manchuria, and in February of

1903 the entire extent of the Chinese Eastern Railway was

opened for traffic. Thus, the passage to the Pacific was open,

modernized, and well protected. The physical defects of the

Russian position seemed almost insignificant. The railroads

were of one track, but this did not appear to be all important

at the time. Also, the Trans-Siberian did not extend around

the southern tip of Lake Baikal because of technical problems

of construction. Therefore, material had to be conveyed across

the lake by boat or upon the ice in winter and required loading

and unloading. But again, this did not seem too important.

Finally, sea transportation from Vladivostok to Port Arthur

would be extremely dangerous in the face of a hostile Japan.

Such traffic had to pass the Korea Strait, and Japan commanded

it. Even so, Russia was by now a land power in the far east.

In fact, Russia seemed strong enough for Witte to deliver

himself of this opinion in a report of July, 1903, after

summarizing the far eastern situation.

Accordingly, the problem of each country
concerned is to obtain as large a share as possible
of the inheritance of the outlived oriental states,
especially of the Chinese Colossus. Russia, both
geographically and historically, has the undisputed
right to the lion's share of the expected prey....
Given our enormous frontier line with China and our
exceptionally favorable situation, the absorption
by Russia of a considerable portion of the Chinese
Empire is only a question of time, unless China
succeeds in protecting herself. But our chief aim
is to see that this absorption shall take place
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by
the powers concerned, which would deprive Russia of
China's most valuable provinces. 4

This report is frequently quoted, but only to the point at

which Witte remarks that the absorption must take place
25

"naturally." By such cutting Witte is made to appear, quite

simply, an aggressive strategist, and the point is missed.

By natural absorption he had in mind economic penetration, first

in Manchuria along the Chinese Eastern, and ultimately further

south, possibly towards Korea and the Yangtze valley. But the

truth is that even by the time of the writing of this report

Russia's economic venture in Manchuria and the far east iws

failing. In spite of very clear strategic advantages she was

far behind in the world of trade and industry.

Until the beginning of the construction of the Trans-

Siberian Railroad in 1392 the basic far eastern policy of

Russia had been, the unrequited dreams of the likes of Muraviev

notwithstanding, to secure the region from invasion and encroach-
26

raent by one means or another. Hereafter Russian policy

became more positive and as a means of implementation began

to rely upon economic penetration. Thus, Siberia and the new

Russian far east felt the impact of Russia's industrial

24. IVitte, Memoirs , p. 322.

25. Dallin, The Rise of Russia in Asia , p. 35, cuts the
quotation alluded to short and in doing so fails to represent
Witte's caution as well as the economic foundation of his plana.

26. Robert J. Kerner, "The Russian Eastward Movement:
Some Observations on its Historical Significance," Pacific
His torical Review, XVII (May, 1943), p. 139.
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revolution of which railroad construction was an important
27

part. It has boon stressed that the? railroad net constructed

in the period under consideration was of great strategic

importance, and so it was, but in the final analysis the economic

motive was behind it all. It was Witte's opinion that strategic

value in transportation would naturally follow economic interest.

He tells us in his memoirs that:

After dealing with railroads for forty years,
I can say that in most cases the strategic considera-
tions of our War Ministry regarding the direction
of the roads are pure fantasy. The country will be
best off if, in building railroads, it is guided by
the purely economic consideration. On the whole,
such railroads will also meet the strategic needs.
It is my opinion that this should become a basic
principle of railroad construction. 28

It is difficult to question the wisdom of this opinion as

applied to a Jong-term and general policy. On the other hand,

this manner of thinking suggests that the economic venture

would have to be successful if the rail construction was to

have any value. Unfortunately, the economic venture in the

far east left a lot to be desired. 'lussia, compared with the

great powers of Surope and with Japan, was economically bo-ck-

\\Tard in spite of vast improvements that were being made, and

she found it all but impossible to compete with them in the
29

same market. Therefore, if the far eastern enterprise was to

27. Ibid., pp. 40-41.

23. .itte, Memoirs , pp. 75-76.

29. Kanichi Asakawa, The i^usso-Japanese Conflict: Its
Causes and Issues (Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin,
and Company, 1904), p. 35.
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be an economic success, Russia had of necessity to make
30

ichuria an area of commercial monopoly. This, in turn,

would have to depend upon diplomacy and military force, and

>uld consequently compromise Witte's afore-mentioned principle

of railroad construction. Ultimately! Russian commercial and

industrial interests would have to follow Russian power and

protection, at least for the time being.

Now this type of closed commercial system was managed

with considerable success in Manchuria. In fact, Russian

policy in the far east may be called one of entrenchment in

Manchuria after the military occupation of 1900, the object

of which was to await the completion of the rail system and

the beginning of monopoly profit. rte was convinced that

at some time in the future such enclosure could be moved

further south, but he was just as convinced that for the time

being .lussia had to wait patiently. The cost of trans-conti-

nental development and of expansion had been great, and it

was not as yet paying off. Further, Russi' : the time

experiencing a period of financial difficulty arising out of

overgrowth in the 1390*3,

it this policy of retrenchment in Manchuria soon appeared

to be in vain, for as the railroads began to come into operation

it became obvious that they were going to work at a deficit.

The fundamental prob 1 SS that the Russian far east and

ichuria were not developed enough to provide a satisfactory

30. Goeffrey F. Hudson, The Far .Hast in World rolitics

(?d ed,; London: Oxford University Press, 1945), p, 115,
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market, , ; has been no Led, Russia could not compete outside
31

her p.*le. Uther khan this, rail tran ;oortation proved to be
32

much more expensive than sea transport* it turned out,

:te was forced to ap . Trifacial tariffs ^nd prohibitions
33

on other means of transportation to keep his r^ilro^ds open.

Such manipulations were ruinous to the private traders involved,

iiin lussia there wa rowing conviction (not without

reason) that the fur eastern situation did not have ~ sound

economic foundation and that it was a house of cards built by

a cunning man of finance, ..itte. Indecu, as early us the

summer of 1902, even before the Chinese Lastern was entirely

open, it wus generally admitted that the fur eastern venture

in grave danger of collapse. It will be remembered that

China would not come to an agreement legalizing Russian dominance

in Manchuria and that after the Anglo-Japanese Alliance Russian

troops were actually being evacur.tcd. Add to this the fact

that the Minis try of Finance was no longer ^blc to guarantee

the domination of Manchuria^ economic wealth (there had been

foreign encroachments) and that private interests were not

willing to move in without official backing, and the only

solution other than retirement seemed to be outright colonizution,

At any rate, it seemed a proper time for a rethinking of the

• eastern problem.

31, Asakawa, vusso-j g :se Conflict , p. 33.

32. I aloseaoff , Russian Par eastern iolicy, 1 1-1904 ,

p. 192.

33, Ibid ,, p. 193,

34. Ibid., p. 201
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In April of 1903 Russia made a fourth attempt to persuade

China to arrive at an agreement that would give her economic

and political dominance in iManchuria. Again China refused,

having the support of other powers. This more or less forced

the issue for Russia: she could either pull out of China

entirely, or she could remain in spite of the stalemate with

China, international objection, and such consequences as might
35

well be expected. The latter course was adopted so that

Russia would have a chance to wait and see in hopes that a

favorable agreement could finally be extracted from China.

In the meantime she could continue to invest in her sphere.

It was thought that the only military threat was from Japan,

and that an agreement could be secured from her by recognition

of her dominance in Korea. Further, it was agreed that inter-

national objection might be relaxed by a show of greater

Chinese authority in Manchuria and by allowing a minimum amount
36

of foreign economic penetration. Neither of these were to be

allowed to develop into significant proportion.

This policy of virtual retrenchment in Manchuria was

pursued by Russia, in all important aspects, down to the out-

break of war with Japan. It is important to note that this

policy was agreed upon by all of the responsible Russian ministers

and that this included the relatively cautious Witte and Lamsdorf.

35 * Ibid .» p. 206.

36. Ibid ., p. 207. Malozemoff refers to this policy ~s
the "New Course", and he in turn took the term from B. Romanov.
It is not apparent from which of Romanov's works it is taken.
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It is clearly not an aggressive policy, given the accomplished

fact of the Russian sphere in Manchuria.

Two other developments of an administrative nature took

place before the war with Japan the>t had a significant effect

upon the ult5.mate direction (or lack of it) of the Russian

venture. On August 12, 1903, the Tsar created s Viceroyalty

to govern the Russian interests and possessions east of Baikal)

and a Special Committee For Pat item Affairs which was to
37

hereafter make the final decisions. These are primarily

important because of the massive confusion they creates . The

chain of command to the Viceroy was utterly incomprehensible, if

one existed at all, end so far as is known the Special Committee
38

never met.

few days later, on August 28, VJittc was dismissed

Minister of Finance. It has been noted that there was a growing

criticism of his policy in the far east, and it would seem that

Tsar Nicholas II wanted to try his wings. All attempts to

extract an agreement from China had failed, and this played its

part, but the basis of the criticism concerned the economic

ilures of the far eastern venture. We have seen that there

were many problems indeed. Yet the fact remained that witte

had created a vast, exceedingly complex, and partially artificial

financial machine. There was no one else in Russia competent to
39

make it run, and upon Witts** dismissal the system began to fail.

37. , Treaties and Agreements Itfith and Concerning
China , pp. 104-105.

38. Malozemoff, Russian Far Eastern Policy, 1881-1904 , p. 208,

39. Ibid ., p. 226.
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the state of Russia in the far east when that

nation entered into the final negotiations with Japan just

prior to the Russo-Japanese War. The economic system in the

far east was in confusion with the dismissal of Ivitte; there

was a Viceroy of the far cast with no chain of command and no

clearly defined policy to follow; and there was a committee

concerned with far eastern matters that did not meet. It is

not surprising, then, that Russia was scarcely able to make

manifest a far eastern policy, either aggressive or passive,

with any clarity at all.

Mention of this chaotic situation provides a proper

opportunity to introduce the subject of Russian interests in

Korea (or rather the lack of it), and of the so called

"Bezobrazov group* M As defined, it is beyond the scope of

this paper to discuss areas where Russian interests were not

;nifieant
f
but so much attention has been given to the Russians

40
in Korea that an explanation is necessary.

In the 1880*s there were some unofficial attempts to

establish Russia in Korea, but they never obtained sufficient

state support. It will be remembered that in 1385 the British

40. The Yalu concession and the "Bezobrazov group" have
been stressed in several works dealing with the causes of the
Russo-Japanese War. See Dallin, The Rise of Russia in Asia as
an excellent example of this. Since the concession amounted
to so very little materially, the re-son for its prominence
is, I think, that it was one of the few really tangible Russian
interests in Korea, that there were some fantastic schemes
connected with it, that Bezobrazov's chauvinistic utterance
made it seem more dangerous than it was, and that contemporary
Japanese writers used it as propaganda and/or paniced over it.

The matter will be placed into context later.
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occupied Tort Hamilton upon the rumor that Russia was intending

to novo into Port Lazarev on the cast coast of Korea. It is

not clear what d in mind, if anything, but at any

rate, the occupation of Port Lazarev never took place. Also at

this tine then apparently a vague scheme to make Korea a

protectorate, but with the encouragement of the British,

na rei ccicnt claim to that country and nothing
41

e of the Russian plan. All the while Japan war developing

greater iter economic influence in Korc , nd by 1894
42

counted for at least ninety per cent of Korea's exports.

One might reflect that if Russia was unable to compete with

other nations in Manchuria she could hardly be expected to in

Korea.

\fter the Sino-Japanese War Japan attempted to mastermind

reforms in Korea. There c~j.ii be no doubt that reforms were in

order, but, of course, Japanese commerce would have been enhanced

by a more ftable Korc . The reforms proposed were, however,

so ludicrously thorough that the length of pir>cs and the
43

configuration of top-knots were reduced and standardized.

It was all too much. In February of 1396 the Korean King fled

to the Russian legation for protection, and that nation then

found itself with paramount influence in Korc . The advantage,

however, was not followed up, and in the next twenty-seven

41. Tyler Dennett, Americans in Eastern Asia (New York:
Mac-mi 1.1 an Company, 1922), p. 473.

42. George N. Curzon, Problems of the Far East (London
and Bombay: Longmans, Green, and Company, 1396), p. 177.

43. William L. Langer, The Diplomacy of Imperidis- :

1390-1902 (New York and London! Alfred A. nopt, 1935),
p. 397.

—
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mths three a nts were signed between Russia and Japan,

The contents of th it do not manifest an aggressive
44

intent on the part of Russia* After 1 lussia was content

to concern herself with Manchuria, and we have seen that Vitte

ted e . ^ion to take place "naturally" without precipi-

tating events*

there remains the question of the Yalu Concession and

the Russian coaling station at Mesampo on the southern tip

of Korea. The latter was acquired as a private Russian enter-

prise to serve Russian ships as they made the passage between

Vladivostok and Port Arthur. When th >o-J-panese ;Var

broke out, there were eleven Russians at Mesampo, including
45

' ' ai.

Hie Yalu timber Concession was first granted to a

Vladivostok merchant in 1096 when the Korean King was a guest

of the uissian legation, but it was not until April of 1903

that exploitation was commenced, and then only in a very small
46

way* But the guiding spirit of this exploitation was

3ezobrazov, a chauvinistic and adventurous man with poor judge-

ment who had ingratiated himself with Tsar Nicholas II. He so

ingratiated himself, in fact, that the Tsar consigned to him

44. See '-^ray, Treaties <<aid Agreements it:, and
Concerning China . The Agreements were: Waeber-Komura (May 14,
1096); Lobanoff-Yamagata (June 9, 1396). and vosen-Nissi
(April 25, 1896).

45. Ilalozemoff, Ru ssian Frr Eastern Policy, 1001-1904 ,

p. 230. There were 202 Japanese at iMesampo at the time.

46. Tyler Dennett, Roosevelt and the aus so-Japanese War
(Gloucester: Peter Smith, 1949), pp. 139-140.
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a significant sum of money to use as he saw fit to improve

the Russian position in the far east. A part of this sum

went into the Yalu concession. Thus, the Tsar, and by

implication the Russian state, became an unofficial part of

the concession. To make matters wor-.c, the beginning of

exploitation at the concession coincided with further Kussian

hedging in the promised evacuation of regular troops from

Manchuria. Nevertheless, it must be recognized that in imperi-

alistic context the actions of Bezobrazov on the Yalu were
47

entirely proper. The trouble was that his interviews and his

ejaculations to the press while he was in the far east were

chauvinistic and on the level of grand strategy. And most

important, he left the impression that he was the direct agent

of the Tsar, whereas he was actually unofficial and not directly
48

connected with the state at all.

All this was no doubt unfortunate under the uneasy

circumstances, but at any rate, by the first of September of

1903, Bezobrazov was definitely out of favor. At this time

the t'sar, in a conversation with General Kuropatkin, refered

to him as a "mustard plaster" that should be discarded when
49

it has accomplished its purpose. Not a brilliant remark,

but it is significant. And by October and November of the same

year, the Yalu concession had lost all state support from the

Tsar down to the Viceroy of the Par East, Alexeieff, and was

47. Malozemoff, Russian Par Eastern Policy, 13H1-1904 ,

p. 212.

48. Ibid .

49. Ibid ., p. 222.
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50
thereafter purely a private venture amounting to very little.

This concession and the Mesanpo coaling station were the only

Russian interests in Korea at the outbreak of the Russo-

Japanese War.

Now the "Bezobrazov group" would include, among others,

Admiral Abaza, and the Viceroy, Admiral Alexeieff. It has

been supposed that this group led Russian policy in the f.~r

east from the decline of ivitte to the beginning of the war
51

with Japan. This is not entirely true. We have seen that

Bezobrazov fell from grace before the war, and that Alexeieff

turned away from the Yalu enterprise. But the most important

fact is that the wait-and-see plan of retrenchment agreed upon

by the previously alluded to committee in April of 1903 was

the policy which Russia followed and that this plan was agreed

upon by all of the ministers present, which included the more

cautious Witte and Lamsdorf as well as Admiral Abaza of the

^zobrazov group." It follows that this policy was not a

result of the group, and other than that, it was not an

aggressive policy.

There is no intention here to maintain that Bezobrazov

and his fellows had no effect upon the far eastern situation,

and the matter will be attended to in its proper place with

50 - Ibid ., p. 237.

51. In December of 1902 Bezobrazov probably stood very
high with the Tsar. The latter had just received a report
from p/itte in which he was displeased. See Malozemoff

,

Russian Par Eastern Policy, 1081-1904 , p. 208. Several
writers, however, fail to recognize that Bezobrazov in turn

suffered a decline before the war. See Dallin, The Rise of

Russia in Asia.
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some detail. Suffice it to say here that the group contributed

to the general confusion of th. .n situation in the fax

east, popularized among many ministers an uncalled for optimism,

and contributed to the decline of .itte without whose leader-

ship the railroad-economic system suffered. Further, their

chauvinistic utterances, and especially those of Bezobrazov

himself, contributed to the tensions of the tines. It is no

less true, however, that they did not alter the b; sic Russian

policy and that their adventure in Korea amounted to insignifi-

cance in the material and military sense.

In a conference of March 26, 1903, ivitte warned that

"... having reached the shores of the Yellow Sea under the

jealous eyes of several foreign powers, we must halt our for-
52

ward movement and entrench ourselves in our present position."

And if one looks behind the chaotic facade of deplorable

lussian instruments of policy, there one will find Russian

interests, indeed, entrenched in Manchuria. It is, of course,

against this position that the "several foreign powers" must

react if they react at all. Either that, or they are thinking

of a preventative war.

Albert Beveridge in his book, The Russian Advance , thinks
53

of Manchuria as being the "fag-end of the earth." However

that may be, it had assumed a very important position for

Russia. In efforts to bring the geographical configuration of

52. Witte, Memoirs , p. 119.

53. Albert J. Beveridge, The Russian Advance (Mew York
and London: Harpers and Brothers Publishers, 1904;, p. 67.
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their nation into conformity with political and economic

aspirations Russian statesmen had found the task difficult

within the confines of the Tsar's domain. We have seen that

the left bank of the Amur failed of development, and that the

link to the Pacific remained very weak. Reacting to this

adversity, it was later decided that the last link must pass

through Manchuria, so that Russia finally developed her trans-

continental proportions not entirely upon her own soil. It is

quite clear that with the construction of the Chinese Eastern

:.lroad Russian power in the far east depended upon a firm

sp of Manchuria. The Manchurian rail net meant for Russia

passage to the Pacific and to the warm water ports of the

Liaotung peninsula. The great interest of Russia in Manchuria

is understandable. It became a necessity not totally unlike

the relation between Great Britain and the sea.

It is this Russian interest in Manchuria that comes into

conflict primarily with those of Britain, Japan, and the

United States. The conflict, however, is not actual but almost

purely potential. It becomes necessary, then, to briefly

define the interests of the other powers, and finally, to

arrive at a judgement on their relationship to Russia in Manchuria.

Britain had something of a jump on the other imperialistic

powers in the nineteenth century. She entered the industrial

revolution ahead of them, and, since Trafalgar, had been the

unquestioned leader in naval power. It is, in fact, an under-

statement to say simply that she led. Britain had been

instrumental in opening China for trade in her search for new

markets. In the early nineteenth century trade had been difficult,
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however, for the Middle Kindlon declared it had no need of

"liar' i
M goods, that it possessed in abundance all things

worthy of a civilized society. The English, on the other

hand, did not possets tea in abundance, and yet were coming
54

to regard it SS l necessity. This naturally made for an

unfavorable balance of trade. But then the lish hit upon

opium, which India produced in abundance, and in turn soon

made it a necessity for many Chinese. The Chinese Government

ultimately clamped a prohibition on this article of tr<^de and

Britain had to resort to v»'ar.

This Opium War was brought to a successful conclusion by

the British in 1842, and trade between the two nations was put

on a more regularized basis. Britain was also awarded Hong Kong

as a base for trade and sea power. In due time the terms of

de were further clarified and expanded, and more territory

adjacent to Hong Kong was secured by the British. In the

.ntime, 1334, the East India Company had been replaced by

private merchants, a fact which actually required nor? state

involve nent by way of protection.

Trade grew rapidly after this, and the nost important

development was the introduction of woolens into China. By

1845 China was Britain's third largest market for this article,

and seventy-two per cent of China's imports c ame fro-; either
55

Britain or India. Further, by 1853 twenty per cent of the

54, Stanley R« licCordock, British Par Eastern Policy
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1931), p. A .

55, Ibid ., p. 52.
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Indian Government's revenue was derived from the opium trade
56

' th China.

" jain also had a great in the base at Hong Kong.

So Ion- as the Middle Kingdom, out of its feeling of superiority,

would only give over trade when force was applied, the British
57

with Hong Kong were in the best Position to Ly it.

Britain also used this base to discourage other powers from

•"
ig a rival base between Hong Kong and the Sea of Japan.

us not actually closed to trade but rather to further
58

territorial acquisition.

Following this general course of coercion the 3ritish

led in opening more ore of China to trade, and in 1S56

were before t : ites of Peking along with the French. After

the sul tent war, an Englishman, Sir Robert Hart, was placed

at the head of the Chinese maritime customs. Starting at

Canton and Hong Kong, the British had followed the coast of

China around and north to the capital, opening ports for tru.de

as they proceeded. Indeed, by 1<°.94 Brit;.in was in a paramount

position in China. Out of 23,632 ships that cleared Chinese
59

ports in the year proceeding, 19,365 flew the Union Jack.

This amounted to eighty-five f cent of China's trade carried

in foreign ships. Further, Britain accounted for fifty-five
60

per cent of all China's trade. In 1896 the figure v.

56

«

Ibid . , p. 53.

57. Hudson, The Far -last in World lolitics , p. 53.

5P>. Ibid ., p. 54

59. McCordock, British Far Eastern Policy , p. 71.

60. Ibid.
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seventy-five per cent. But the most exciting aspect of

this trade was its potential, in spite of the already great

return. If, for example, the per CS figure of the China

trade could be increased to only half that of the existing

Japanese figure, the total value of L3ritish imports into
62

China would be enormous. Suffice it to say that the China

trade became a matter of great importance to Britain.

It is understandable that the 3ritish in their advantageous

position would gravitate to the most productive and populous

region of China. This was the great Yangtze Valley, and it

became the British sphere with Shanghai serving as the main

port. In those days of free trade it was not called a snhere,

and indeed there was equality of opportunity of sorts. But the

economic strength of Great Britain allowed her to establish

herself with considerable security and there was the .loyal

Navy to protect her interests from military encroachment. In

time, however, Britain was forced to declare her sphere. On

Gebruary 13, 1S98, China gave assurance that no territory in
63

the Yangtze Valley would be ceded to any power. This included

Britain, but by nature of her commercial supremacy she was
64

ready in a dominant position. Later, in 1399, there was

a further clarification of British interests. This was a

61. Ibid ., p. 145.

62. Ibid .

63. MacJ-farray, Treaties and Agreements With and
Concerning China , pp. 105-106.

64. McCordock, British Par Eastern Policy , p. 173.
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compromise rail agreement with Russia concerning concessions

and construction of railroads in the Yangtze valley and
65

cVaria. The one power agreed not to build in the other's

sphere.

These steps towards defining a sphere of interest and

influence were embarrassing to the British, Free trade was

:11 but sacrosanct in England, and, indeed, it had served the

nation well. But the prevailing circumstance of international

tension and pressure seemed to require a change if Britain was

to maintain her place. At any rate, the Duke of Devonshire

soon thereafter made a distinction that eased troubled minds.

As to the ordinary operation of trade, we
hold that we are entitled to the utmost of our
power to maintain our rights to the principle of
equal opportunity for all. But as to enterprises,
or the development by capital proceeding from
other countries, Lord Salisbury has pointed out
that absolute equality is not possible in such
cases because it is not possible that different
persons can have the same concession in the same
place. 66

It did not matter that the argument was falacious.

The British sphere, then, developed in the Yangtze valley,

although her interests were also considerable to the south in

the vicinity of Canton and Hong Kong. Other than this, iingland

secured Weihaiwei on the Shantung peninsula during the scramble

for concessions in the late 1890 *s. This, however, was a

reaction to Russia's occupation of Tort Arthur and had no

economic potential. The Shantung peninsula was the German

65. Mac: urray , Treaties and Agreements With and
Concerning China , pp. 204-205.

66. Duke of Devonshire, Speech, Autumn, 1398, cited by
Hudson, The Far East in World Politics , p. 43.
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sphere so that 'Veihaiwei had no hinterland. It was thought

that the base would balance Russian power at Port Arthur,

and that the proximity of British sea power might further
67

encourage the Chinese to resist Russian demands. So far

as Manchuria and Korea were concerned, British interests were

next to nil, although there were various pleas for the terri-

torial integrity of both from time to time.

Korea developed as the sphere of vital interest for Japan,

Since the reformation, beginning in 1863, she had been in the

process of becoming a modern industrial state with the resul-

tant growth in population and increased dependence upon trade
68

and commerce on the mainland of Asia, The agricultural

base of Japan is not great, and more and more people were

being absorbed into industry. Thus, there was a growing need

for foodstuffs and raw materials as well as a market for manu-

factured goods. Korea served this necessary purpose for Japan,

But the economic interest was only part of the reason

for Japan's growing preoccupation with Korea. The Kingdom
69

also had great strategic significance. Indeed, Korea was

the ancient route of invasion, and in the late nineteenth

century Japanese statesmen began to have fe^rs. Iliree possi-

bilities occured to them: Korcv. night fall to a strong China;

or to Russia; or to a weak China dominated by Russia. It was

67. J'cCordock, British Par Eastern Policy , p. 255.

68. Asakawa, The Russo-Japanese Conflict , pp. 9-10.

69. Hudson, The Far East in World Politics , pp. 81-82.
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felt that in such cases the economic and strategic disadvan-

tages would threaten the very existence of Japan as an inde-
70

pendent nation state.

In any case, in spite of various set-backs connected

with the Triple Intervention and with over-zealous reforms in

1896 which caused a serious reaction, the Japanese were supreme

in Korea by the time of the Russo-Japanese War. In truth,

her interests there far exceeded what was allowed by the
71

agreements with Russia of the late 1890's, and by the end

of 1903 there was little else Japan could hope for in Korea.

The Fortnightly Review put it this way in January of 1904 when

Russia and Japan were involved in the final negotiations

leading to the war:

... It would appear almost as sensible to
the Japanese to negotiate with Russia for a right
to the control over Korea as it would seem to the
British Government to carry on long and serious
diplomatic pourparlers with Prance as to the
British right to control Ireland.' 2

The Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs alluded to the same

situation in a somewhat more definite manner in March of 1904.

Japan possesses paramount political as well
as commercial and industrial interests and influence
in Korea, which having regard to her own security,
she cannot consent to surrender or to share with
any other power.' 3

70. Asakawa, The Russo-Japanese Conflict, p. 52.

71. Dennett, Roosevelt and the Russo-Japanese War , p. 102.

72. Alfred Stead, "The Far Eastern Problem," Fortnightly
Review (January, 1904), cited by Dennett, Roosevelt and the
Russo-Japanese I7ar . p. 117.

73. Cited by Dennett, Roosevelt and the Russo-Japanese
War, p. 100.
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It will be noted that he is speaking in the present tense

and that Russia had accepted this as an accomplished fact,

at least for the time being.

The United States differs from Japan and Great Dritain

in that the nation did not come to possess a sphere of interest

or influence on the mainland of Asia. But by the time of the

lusso-Japanese I7ar, America no longer had her back turned to
74

Asia. The United States 1 own trans-continental development

had altered this, and it had resulted in the growth of popul -

tion on the west coast and an increased trade with Asia.

The acquisition of Hawaii and the Philippines was u.lso a vitul

factor in American interests in mainland Asia, and the prospect

of the Panama Canal played a part. Mow so far as the mainland

was concerned, the United States was primarily interested in

the freedom of trade. Thus, the "open door" note of Secretary

of State John Hay (although it was prompted by the British)

was quite an accurate manifestation of the American position.

That is, if American far eastern trade is not to suffer, the

various powers actually entrenched in the far east must not

erect trade barriers within their spheres. Likewise, the

dominance of any one power in the east would threaten trade

as well as pose grave strategical problems for the new Americ-n

Empire.

In theory, of course, it was possible for the "open door"

to work even within a sphere of interest, but in practice such
75

was not likely to be the case. The wealthy powers might

74. Ibid ., p. 6.

75. Hudson, The Far Bast in World Politics , p. 112.
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possess concession of such strategic value that freedom of

trade seemed to be an unnecessary risk. A power of relative

economic weakness such as Russia could not allow freedom of

trade and maintain her sphere. Thus, the "open door" came

after the fact and was more a policy of criticism than one of

construction.

Now the reason for this brief look at the interests of

the sea powers in the far east is to demonstrate one rather

simple point. It is that the spheres of interests and influence

of the powers did not conflict with that of Russia in Manchuria

and that Russia did not possess any significant interest or

influence that conflicted with those of the other powers.

In fact, in the period just prior to the tusso-Japanese War

the location of interest and influence was more clearly defined

than before. .The French sphere in Indo-China and the German

sphere on the Shantung peninsula were not exceptions. It will

be remembered that 3ritain and Russia had earlier arrived at an

agreement defining their spheres in the Yangtze Valley and

Manchuria. Further, Japan had invested her sphere in Kore.

while Russia had retired almost completely into Manchuria,

The greatest conflict concerned the general principle of the

"open door", but this was an £a erf ect instrument of policy to

begin with, and the chief offender, Russia, held sway over a

sparsely settled region that provided relatively slight incentive

to the trading instincts of the various other powers.

It follows, then, that if one is to account for the

international tension and violence of the times, it will be
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ncc ry to look for causes other than an actual conflict

of specific and established spheres of interest and influence,

Hut the cause of violence is likely as not to be fear rather

than any precipitous event of outstanding magnitude*



CHAPTER III

TUB I EAN MSNACB AND THB SEA I

Two aspects of the Russian position in the far east as

it had developed since the time of Muraviev were clear: that

even the more cautious Russian statesmen expected ultimately

to dominate portions of China south of the Great Wall; and

that, because of her relative economic weakness, Russia would

not allow others enual commercial opportunities within any

sphere she might obtain. Britain, Japan, and the United States

found this significant, but it is not a sufficient explanation

of the threat Russia posed. In the first pla.ee Russian power

was something of an illusion, as the events of 1904-1905 would

prove. Also, the threat from Russia meant different things to

different nations and to individual statesmen. Finally, it is

frequently very difficult to determine the importance of the

Russian 'menace to a n, tion entangled in the web of imperialistic

diplomacy. This is especially true in the case of Britain.

The United States, and especially Japan, could sometimes

st look upon the Russian menace as a relatively isolated

problem.

It is therefore necessary to consider the power relation-

ship between Russia and the individual nations she threatened

or appeared to threaten. Moreover, it is necessary to enter
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into the question of degree. That is, how vital to the

individual nations were the points threatened by Russia in

the far east.

Russia and British Interests in the Par East

The Russian threat to the British Empire did not originate

in the far east. It was a long-standing aspect of the two

nation's foreign policies and had made itself manifest all

along the periphery of Asia. In cases of conflict it had been

common for the powers to use buffer states, and in a sense

northern China became such a tool of power politics as the
1

British moved into the south and the Yangtze Valley. ,hen,

however, Russia began to move into Manchuria, and when other

powers carved out specific spheres of interest and influence,

the implementation of British policy became more problematic.

Before this situation existed, Britain had behaved in the

classical tradition of sea power and had done so with consider-

able success. This meant resisting, either directly or indi-

rectly, the establishment of foreign bases of power near to

the prize, China.

It will be remembered that in the Crimean War the British,

along with their French ally, attacked Muraviev at the mouth

of the Amur river. The operation was not a success, but it was

nevertheless a clear attempt to keep Russia away from the

coast and the open sea and to prohibit Russia from establishing

1. Tyler Dennett, Roosevelt and the Russo-Japanese War
(8d ed.; Gloucester: Peter Smith, 1959;, p. 52.
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a base nearer to the Yangtze Valley than was Hong Kong. As

this proved too demanding, the British simply cut their losses

and established a line of opposition further to the south.

Another interesting point of possible conflict concerns

the renewed interest of China in Korea in 1 32. Korea had

been an ancient protectorate of China, but in the nineteenth

century there had been no effort to exploit the precedent.

Korea h~d been all but independent. It has been I sted,

however, that the British were behind the Chinese move in 1332,
2

and that it was essentially an anti-Russian tactic. Th^t is,

Britain nd encouraged Chinese dominance of Korea out

of fear that Russia might take advantage of that weak but so

strategically located nation. Further, Korea would then have

served as an extension of the north China buffer region.

Whatever the case may be, it is logical to suspect British

implication in light of a subsequent event. The afore-mentioned

Port Hamilton-Port Lazarev affair occured in 1335, and the

British occupied Port Hamilton in Korea upon the rumor that
3

going to establish herself at Port Lazarev. Thus

Britain did fear a Russian move in Korea, and she was desirous

of holding Russia on the north Pacific littoral and of retaining

Korea as something of a buffer state. In this affair Britain,

with her much gre?*ter sea power, was not the least strained in

2. Tyler Dennett, Americans in Eastern Asia (New York:
I aemillian, 1922), pp. 471tf . Dennett. RooseveTt and the
Russo-Japanese War , p. 96. Dennett suggests that the British
representative m Peking, along with Sir Robert Hart, were
behind China's moves in Korea.

3. Supra , pp. 31-32*
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discouraging a tu ce to the south, but later, when

sia commenced to novc south through 1 anchuria, supported

by railroads, it was another natter.

Prior to 1894g Britain generally followed a policy indi-

cated by the points of conflict mentioned above. That is, she

endeavored to keep Korea as a vassal state of China, and looked

upon north China as a whole as something of a buffer state

between her interests in the Yangtze Valley and the new Russian
4

power in the f :r east established by Muraviev. On the whole

the policy was a success. How could it fail? We have seen

that the Russian position on the left bank of the Amur and in

the Primorsk was innately weak and at the time constituted no

overland threat that British sea power could not cope with.

There seemed to be little to worry about. Before the Sino-

Japanese War of 1894 the British were confident that China

would serve as a deterrent to any Russian ambitions in t'.

north, ;;nd since 1382 China had been reasserting her cl.*im
5

to Korea.

3ut this comfortable situation did not last. The Sino-

Japanese War, the Triple Intervention, the Russo-Chinese

Treaty with the Chinese Eastern Concession, ;.nd the Russian

occupation of the Liaotung peninsula followed in rapid succession

Britain then found that the value of her sea power was severely

limited by Russian overland transportation and expansion.

4. Stanley -. cCordock, British Far Eastern Policy
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1931), p. 143.

5. Ibid., p. 102.
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It would seem that the result of the Sino-Japanese War

started the decline of Britain's position in the far east,

and it would seen that Britain herself precipitated the

difficulty. That is, she did if Britain was behind the

reassertion of China in Korea and if it was primarily because

of this that Japan made war on China, At any rate, Japan was

determined that Korea be independent and went to war, Britain

was opposed to such disruption because of her interest in
6

China as a buffer, but expected Chinese victory anyhow.

Partially modernized Japan, however, dispatched the "Chinese

Colossus" with wonderful efficiency and thereby tore off a

wing of British policy. Since China, by her defeat, had

proved herself useless as an agent of British policy, or even

as a buffer region, the British quickly left her side. But

their greatest fear concerned with the war had been that China

and Japa? would both be so weakened that there would be no
7

assistance in halting a Russian advance. Therefore, when

Japan proved that she was an exception to the oriental lack

of military prowess, it was with some relief that Britain
8

welcomed her to the family of powers. Here was another agent

to deter Russia and, so to speak, take the place of China.

Further, Japan would keep Korea out of Russian hands as it

had been hoped China would have done under the earlier policy.

Indeed, the British were friendly enough to decline membership

6. Ibid ,, p. 83.

7. Ibid ., p. 105-106.

8. Ibid ., p. 123.
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in the Triple Intervention designed to deprive Japu.n of the

r.

This switch may very well have been a mistake* It did

lay the foundation for the later Anglo-Japanese Alliance,

but at the same time, it drove Chins into the uniting an
9

of Russia, sia had proved herself to be an expensive

mistress in I860, and she had experienced no change of heart

over the years. In turn, the British rejection led to the

Chinese Eastern Railroad concession which finally allowed

Russia to escape the necessity of using the left bank of the

Amur as her only passage to the far east and soon gave her a

very strong sphere of influence in Manchuria. Thus, possibly

for a second time, the British helped to precipitate a trend

of events that weakened her position in the far c^st by

strengthening that of Russia. There seems little doubt that

had Britain not deserted China in her hour of need that nation

would not have found it expedient to turn to Russia, and the

afore-nentioned favors would not have been forthcoming. On the

other hand, if one assumes that Russia could not have been

stopped in any case, then the friendship of Japan was well
10

worth the price. Further, Germany passed her first naval

law in March of 1898, less than two years after the Chinese

Eastern Concession. Japan would later indirectly assist Britain

in meeting the threat of a new and enlarged German navy by

9. Dennett, loos eve It and the ilusso-Japanese War , p. 53.

10. McCordock, British Far Eastern l'olicy , p. 141, is
convinced that the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was something of a

triumph of British policy.
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obviating the necessity of a large British fleet in the far

east.

Britain was also indirectly involved in the events that

left Russia entrenched on the Liaotung peninsula. The trend

of events started as Germany developed an interest in far

eastern imperialism and finally hit upon Kaiochow on the

Shantung peninsula as a proper base for exploitation. In

November of 1897 the murder of two German missionaries provided

Germany with a pretext to occupy Kiaochow in spite of a degree
11

of Russian resentment. In March of 1390 a lease of Kiaochow
12

and the Shantung peninsula was extracted from China, In the

meantime Britain had raised no objection to the German move,
13

thereby giving her tacit consent. Should Britain have placed

herself between Germany and Kiaochow, it was thought that the

latter might have been pushed towards the Franco-Russian

Alliance and into some sort of concerted action such as the
14

intervention of 1895. There was nothing innately wrong with

this reasoning, but the lease of the Shantung peninsula by

Germany was the starting signal for the scramble for concessions

11. Mary Evelyn Toivnsend, The Rise and Pall of Germany's
Colonial Empire, 1834-1918 (New York: The Macmillian Company,
1930), pp. 186-133.

12. John V. A. MacMurray (ed.), Treaties and Agreements
With and Concerning China, 1G94-1919 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1921), pp. 112-116.

13. Andrew Malozemoff, Russian Far Eastern Policy,
1" 31-1904, With Special Emphasis on the Causes of the Russo-
Japanese War (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University ol California
Press, 1958), p. 96. McCordock, British Far Eastern Policy ,

pp. 196-198.

14. McCordock, British Far Eastern Policy , pp. 199-200.
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in China in which Russia came out with the Liaotung peninsula

and Port Arthur. By tacit consent to Germany's high-handed

actions in the far east Britain lost any foundation for mor^l

suasion with respect to the Russian lease of the Liaotung

peninsula later in the same year. It will be remembered that

with the occupation of the Liaotung peninsula the Russian

position in Manchuria bee. me potentially integrated. That is,

by the construction of the South Manchurian .Uilway to join

with the Chinese Eastern, and by connecting this rail net with

the Trams-Siberian, a sufficient base existed for great Russian

strength in the far east.

The British reaction to Port Arthur was rather weak under

the circumstances. Lord Salisbury was convinced that it would
15

take a war to drive Russia out, and this was out of the question.

Thereupon it was decided that Britain must seek to balance this
16

new Russian power. The result was the British occupation of

ihaiwei on the Shantung peninsula across the Gulf of Chihli

from Port Arthur. Weihaiwei was not a good choice, but in

fact, there was little enough to choose from by this date.

In the first place, the Shantung peninsula was now a German

sphere of interest and influence so that to obtain German

agreement Britain had to renounce any intention to exploit the
17

coal in the hinterland for her navy. This left Weihaiwei

15. Ibid ., pp. 223-225.

16. Arthur J. Marder, The Anatomy of British Sea Power
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1940;, p. 310.

17. Ibid ., p. 311.
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inadequate as a naval base. Other than this, the occupation

did not really balance anything, tttssia did not arrive on

the Gulf of Chihli by sea, and was at the time busy investing

in Manchuria largely by means of overland communications which

a British naval base at './eihaiwei could scarcely alter.

The record of British opposition to Russia in this period

might lead one to suspect a lack of understanding of the

Russian menace. Moreover, the next British move with respect

to Russia in the far east, the compromise agreement of April,

1899, concerning spheres of influence and interest, smacks of

a certain amount of despair. That is, the agreement has the

air of a device born of the lack of a positive method of

opposing Russia, pronouncements of the 3ritish Government

notwithstanding. Lord Salisbury did not reason the matter in

this manner. He pointed out that there was no actual conflict

of interest between Russia and the 3ritish Empire in the fu.r

east and observed that there would be greater spoils for both
18

powers under conditions of cooperation. Lord Salisbury was

correct. But in spite of his reasons for favoring the u.gree-

ment of 1099, it must still be understood in light of the

overall British policy in the far east. As such, it is another

aspect of British efforts to contain Russia north of the Great

'Vail. Prom the time of Muraviev the British had followed a

rather consistent policy of containment, albeit in various

degrees of vigor. For a time the policy was generally successful,

but as Russia began to develop modern overland transportation,

IS. I'cGordock, British Par Eastern Policy , pp. 235-236.
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th -is less and less that British sea power could do to

halt the Russian advances British sea power was becoming

somewhat impotent with respect to the far eastern problem.

But to return to the question of British understanding

of the Russian menace, it would be a mistake to assume that

misfortunes of British policy mean British ignorance of the

1" cations of Russia 9 ! position in the far east. The fact

that certain British moves in the east led to unfortunate

results cannot be avoided, but the cure frequently proves worse

than the disease in foreign policy. The truth is that the

itish had any number of able instructors in the far eastern

problem, not the least of whom was Witte himself. Realization

of the difficult position followed rather quickly as Russia

expanded and developed her sphere. Thus British statesmen were

confounded not so much from any misunderstanding of the threat

from Russia, but from want of a method to meet it.

One of the more significant commentators on the 3ritish

position in the far east was Lord Curzon, the Parliamentary

Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. Lord Curzon

drew attention to the impact of Russia 's trans-continental

rail development.

If the Trans-Siberian Railway will be a
menace to Chinese territorial integrity, it will
also generate a sharp competition with British
Asiatic trade.... There are, therefore, the
strongest a priori reasons in favor of a close
and sympathetic understanding between China and
Great Britain in the Par East. 19

19. George N. Curzon, Problems of the Par .Bast (London
and Bombay: Longmans, Green, and Company, 1396), p. viii.
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It has been noted that Great Britain gave up on China as a

means to oppose Russia, but this takes no value from Curzon's

1 . He realized the importance of the Trans-Siberian

ilway and understood that Britain would require assistance

of some sort in Meeting the threat. It is well to remember

that China t be normally expected to resist Russia as a

matter of course; that is, simply for her own protection.

Therefore, in China Britain had something of a natural ,,.lly

in the far east, and for a while this allowed her to remain

fely in "splendid isolation." Isolation had become alnost

institutionalized in the nineteenth century. This type of

relationship was what Lord Curzon had in mind in reference

to "a close and sympathetic understanding between China and
20

Great Britain." ;n, however, Britain left the side of

China after the Sino-Japanese War, she found herself in a state

of isolation indeed and was left with little but her own sea

power to oppose Russia in the far east. There soon followed

the Chinese Eastern concession and with it further instruction

concerning the Russian menace, this tire from one who had to

be regarded as an excellent source: I tte himself. In January

of 1398 the British ; -abas sado r reported the following to his

superior after a conversation with t/itte:

Producing from a carefully locked desk a map
of China, the minister [witte] proceeded to draw
his hand over the Provinces of Chili, Shansi,
Shensi, and Kansu, and said that sooner or later

rsia would probably absorb all this territory.
Then putting his finger on Lanchow, he said that

20. Ibid.
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the Siberian Railway would in tine run a brunch
line to this town.... lie considered the lower
part of China. ..would be beyond the reach of
tassian expansion* ...21

The Chinese provinces mentioned by Wittc lie south of the

Great '/all, and the fear of such southernly expansion by Russia

had been the raison d'etre of Britain 's policy of containment.

Any Russian expansion in the far east was to be opposed,

almost as a matter of course, but so long as expansion took

place north of the Great Wall it could be tolerated. This

would not be in direct conflict with British interests. As

Russia reached Manchuria, then, the possibility of further

expansion involved the certainty of a direct conflict of estab-

lished interests. This would actually have been a novel

situation in the far east and one likely to precipitate war.

At any rate, the power displacement in the far east was no

longer fluid for Britain. At this point containment became

more than a policy. It was a necessity, and the problem Britain

faced was to meet this necessity with sea power, diplomacy, ^nd

without an ally. In the field of diplomacy Britain concluded

the agreement with Russia in 1899 that defined their spheres,

but it is wise to think of this as a Russian modus vivendi , for

it would give her time to complete the rail net.

And how was sea power to meet the overland threat of

Russia? British men-of-war could not sail the expanses of

northern Asia, although this might not h;;ve seemed too remarkable

21. British Documents of the Origins of the War (London),
I, 8. Cited by David J. Dallin, The Rise of Russia in Asia
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1949), p. 53.
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in the nineteenth century. Wonders had been wrought by sgu

power; and although the Russians were advancing overland,

Britain could certainly not have been accounted helpless.

But the problem had become compounded. The truth is that in

these closing years of the nineteenth century Britain could

no longer maintain a superior fleet in the far east without
22

slighting security closer to home. The Russian menace took

on an added significance with this situation, but again there

were those who had an understanding of it, and in fact, a

possible solution. In a speech of May 19, 1898, the Colonial

Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain, said:

History shows us that unless we arc allied to some
great military power, as we were in the Crimean war,
when we had France and Turkey as our allies, we can-
not seriously injure Russia, although it may also be
true that she cannot seriously injure us.... If the
policy of isolation, which has hitherto been the
policy of this country, is to be maintained in the
future, then the fate of the Chinese Empire may be,
probably will be, hereafter decided without reference
to our wishes and in defiance of our interests .23

The international alignments of the times and the strong naval

building programs of other powers seemed to compel Britain to

either enlarge her navy seriously or seek an ally to ease her
24

far eastern position. As an ally for Britain Chamberlain
25

had Germany, and possibly the United States, in mind.

22. larder, The Anatomy of British Sea Power , p. 311.

23. Speech by Joseph Chamberlain, May 13, 1893, cited by
Geoffrey P. Hudson, The Par East in World Politics (2d ed.;
London: Oxford University Press, 1945), p. 120.

24. harder, The Anatomy of British Sea Power , p. 312.

25. McCordock, British Far Eastern Policy , p. 269.
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iglishmen still had grave doubts Concerning the v lue of an

all with an oriental nation such as Japan in spite of the

logic behind such an arrangement. At any rate, Chamberlain had

penetrated one aspect of the Russian men - : the British

Empire was certain to require assistance if it was to success-

fully Beet further Russian overland expansion in the far east.

In 1900, with the Boxer Rebellion and the subsequent

Russian occupation of Manchuria with regular troops, the Russian

menace appeared with greater clarity than ever before. It was

only logical to expect that Russia would take advantage of the

presence of her regulars to further her cause, and certainly

she would do so in conflict to British interests. The Quarterly

Review summed up the situation in this pessimistic tone:

Down to recent years the position of England
as the dominant power at Peking was unquestioned.
We were the first in the field} we possessed the
bulk of the trade and we held command of the sea
by which alone access to China could be obtained.
What was still more important the colonies of
Hong Kong and Singapore and all the coaling stations
in route were in our hands, so that no hostile fleet
could approach China except with our good will. But
with the approaching completion of the Siberian Rail-
road and the massing of Russian troops on the
nchurian border, the situation has undergone a

radical change. Russia has a frontier coterminous
with China for some three thousand miles and can
exercise an influence on China against which our
sea power, however unquestioned, is of slight avail***

These commentaries on the Russian menace display a considerable

degree of understanding on the part of the British, us well as

a considerable amount of apprehension. But it is well to recall

that Russia had not in any significant way encroached upon any

26
TcJordock

• The Quarterly Review (January, 1900), 11, cited by
ck, British Far Eastern Policy , pp. 150-151.
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' . Nor, as it turned out, did have

serious intentions of doing so* Therefore, the cause of this

alarming comment was the pure potential of Russian expansion

and not actual Russian penetration into the British domain.

The truth is that British weakness created by the method of

Russian overland expansion was more responsible for the Russian

menace than any t-ositive action resorted to by Russia. That is,

Russia had made a menace of herself not entirely by creating

power where there had been none, but by avoiding power where

it was almost supreme. Thus the British entertained fears

through their new understanding of the limitations placed upon

sea power, and to make matters worse, the unquestioned dominance

by Britain of all the seas was now in doubt.

The points of British weakness and the absence of any

actual conflict of specific interests are supported by the

afore-nentioned agreement of 1899 that defined the Russian and

British spheres. First, the agreement indicates that 3ritain

was forced to accept Russia f s position in spite of the fact

that Manchuria was the source of the menace. Second, the agree-

ment indicates that Britain had no interest in Manchuria,

potential or actual, of her own, and that she had no unalterable

objections to Manchuria simply being a sphere of interest and

influence. Article one of the British note to Russia reads as

follows:

Great Britain engages not to seek for her own
account, on behalf of British subjects or of
others, any railway Concessions to the north of
the Great Wall of China, and not to obstruct,
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directly or indirectly, applications for rail
Concessions in that region supported by the
Russian Government. 27

The absence of specific conflict is further supported by the

attitude of Joseph Chamberlain. Even before the spheres

agreement , Colonial Secretary Chamberlain, while discussing

a possible alliance with Germany, had maintained that it would

not be directed towards removing Russia from her sphere in
28

Manchuria. That is, the potential alliance might be used

to discour Utssift from implementing a larger policy, but

it would not be designed to initiate action against the Russian

sphere.

It is sometimes assumed that with the conclusion of the

Anglo-Japanese Alliance in early 1902 Britain, aware of her

difficult position in the far east, renounced her rather passive

policy of trying to contain Russia without the real physical

means of accomplishing the end; that she cut her losses and

hired a mercenary force, so to speak, to push Russia back to

the north, all for the price of holding the ring for Japan.

This is not entirely true, and the idea is most likely a result

of the logic of such an alliance rather than the actual condi-

tions involved in the conclusion of the alliance. "Look at

those two island kingdoms, Great Britain and Japan. Are they

not like the two eyes in the face? If they could only see

27. Mac? 'ur ray, Treaties and Agreements with and
Concerning China , p. 204.

28. '. cCordock, British Far Eastern Policy , p. 269
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29
together." They did see together for a time, and the result

was spectacular and successful. lussia was pushed back. But

this success of the alliance indicates more clarity in British

policy making than was the case, for it is by no means certain

that British statesmen expected a war with Russia to follow.

It is first necessary to recall that from March of 1898

through 1901 Britain looked to Germany for an alliance rather
30

than to Japan, and the United States were considered as well.

Britain understood that the threat from Russia, among other

problems, recommended an alliance to her, but she did not

recognize that Japan was the most logical prospect. It is

therefore safe to assume that the logic of the Anglo-Japanese

Alliance did not dominate British policy makers. There remained,

even after the conclusion of the alliance, those who doubted

the military prowess of any Asiatic nation. Soon after the

Sino-Japanese War, Captain John Ingles, EU N. t the last British

adviser to Japan, returned to his country full of glowing

reports on the Japanese Navy and Japanese sailors. Ingles w<*s

generally disbelieved. It was difficult for iinglishmen to

understand how a nation just emerging from medievalism could be

accounted a great power and a worthy ally for the British
31

Empire.

29. Bertram F. Algernon, The Garter Mission to Japan
(London: Redesdale Press, 1906), p. 29, cited by Chang Fu-Chung,
The Anglo-Japanese Alliance (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press,

1931), p. 51.

30. J5arder, The Anatomy of British Sea Power , p. 428.

31. Hector C. Bywater, Sea Power in the Pacific: A Study
of the American-Japanese Naval Problem (Boston and New York:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1921), p. 139.
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But the inportant point is the logic of alliances considered

and consummated: that of the proposed alliance with Germany,

and the alliance with Japan that ultimately led to direct

action against the Russian menace.

If the British problem was to be mitigated, a potential

ally would have to, first, ^lieve pressure on the iloyal NaVY|

and second, provide the possibility of military deployment against

Russia* With respect to the British naval problem, Germany

could have relieved the pressure • Her building program was of

great concern to the British Government, and while an alliance

surely would not have removed all fears, it would certainly

have improved Britain's strategic position. Therefore, so far

as the naval problem is concerned, an alliance is the important

element rather than a specific alliance with any predesignated
3^

nation such as Japan. It should also be noted that there

were Englishmen who favored an alliance with the United States

rather than Germany or Japan, but it was generally recognized

that the idea, even if appealing, was astoundingly problematical.

But, of course, the problem ran deeper than the

vicissitudes of sea power. No matter how strong the iloyal

Navy might be in the far east, it would still be limited as an

effective deterrent to Russian overland expansion. Hence, the

33

32. William L. Langer, The Diplomacy of Imperialism (New
York and London: Alfred A. Knopf, 1935), p. 782. fhis is

Langer' s view, but it should be noted that an alliance seems to
him to be all that mattered even with respect to the potential
conflict of land powers. This seems doubtful, and I think the
idea should be limited to the British naval problem.

33. Rene Albrecht-Carrie, A Diplomatic History of liurope

Since the Congress of Vienna (New York: Harper E Brothers,

1953), p. 229.
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second requirement for Britain's potential ,.11": that she

could threaten Russia upon the land and so contain her north

of British interests in the orient. Again, an alliance with

Germany would have met the requirement. As Joseph Chamberlain

expressed it, Russia was clearly a menace to i.ll powers that

had an interest in the China trade, and certainly to Germany
34

with her sphere of interest on the Shantung peninsul . He

allowed it was the clear duty of Britain and Germany to come

to an agreement concerning the unappropriated area of China

south of Manchuria, and having done so, draw a line acroj s

35
which Russia should not venture on pain of reprisal. ihis

would actually have amounted to an Anglo-German combination to

counter the Dual Alliance of Prance and Russia. It was expected

that such a combination would cause Russia to remain within

her sphere in the far east and that she would do so without
36

resort to war. Had such an alliance become a reality, it

would have been intended as a continuation of the British

policy of containment, at least in the far east.

It mast be that British statesmen were thinking of

containment, because they were certainly unwilling to offer

Germany such an enticement as was likely to cause that nation

to risk war with Russia. And France, of course, would have

been involved through her alliance with Russia. War over the

far eastern problem was a possibility, however, and should

34. Iv 5cCordock t British Par Eastern Policy , p. 269.

35. Ibid ., p. 267.

36. Ibid.
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Germany have allied herself with Britain sucl: r would

have been f Right in Europe. It is ludicrous to expect that

Germany, assisted by British sea ;>ower, would have transported

an army to northern Asia to localize a war with Russia when

the western border of the latter*s empire was coterminous

with that of Germany. Indeed, Germany night well have fared

better than she did in World War I, but she did not want such

a conflict. Further, any chance of concluding an Anglo-German

alliance was made unlikely by anti-British feeling in Germany

arising out of the latter* s disapproval of British treatment
37

of the Boers. But probably the most fundamental point is

that Germany was quite content to see Russia engaged in Asia,

whereas Britain would expect assistance fron an ally in meeting

th ^ian threat. Certainly the Kaiser frequently re direct
38

encouragement to Russian expansion in the far east, id it

just as certain that Joseph Ch 'lain would hav cted

Germany, as an ally, to resist the t in the far
39

east. Chamberlain was Colonial Secretary at the time and w^s

given a carte M .nche by the British Government in 1398 to
40

attempt to secure an alliance with Germany. His efforts

continued off and on through 1901.

37. Albrecht-Carrie, A Diplomatic History of Europe , p. 229.

3S. Isaac Don Levine (ed.) t Letters of the Kaiser to
Tsar (New York: Stokes, 1920), pp. 99-100.

39. The Royal Institute of International Affairs,
Political and Strategic Interests of the United Kingdom^ an
Outline (London, \pw York, and Toronto: Oxford University
Press, i939) f p. 215.

40. Albrecht-Carrie, A Diplomatic History of Europe , p. 228.
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it to return to the German policy of encouraging ia

in Asia, one of the methods of implementing it was by direct

communication between the t c and Tsar Nicholas II. An

celJ ent example is a letter of January 1904. Consideration

of an alliance had passed, but tho letter is nevertheless a

clear indication of the Kaiser Vs intere' the matter.

To us here on the Continent this Hypocracy
(sic ) and hatred [that with respect to Britain and
the Russian menace]] is utterly odious and incom-
prehensible! Everybody here understands perfectly
that Russii , following the laws of expansion, must
try to get at the sea for an iceles^ outlet for its
commerce* •• it is evident to every unbiased pine:
that Korea must and will be Russian. When and how
that is nobody's affair [l] and concerns only you
and your country. This is the opinion of our
people here at home and therefore there is no
excitement or "emballement" or war roumere (sic )

or any thine: of that sort here . The sure end that
Korea will once be yours is a foregone conclusion
here like the occupation of Mandshuria ( sic ), hence
nobody troubles themselves about it here. 41

It has been pointed out that Russia had no pre-war plans

of going into Korea, and there is no way to measure the influence

of the Kaiser on Tsar Nicholas II. Nevertheless, the blessings

of Germany in the far eastern expansion were of primary impor-

tance, and behind these blessings was the fundamental problem

with respect to the logic of an Anglo-German alliance.

The truth is that German policy had followed a somewhat

conflicting course. Besides encouraging Russia in the far

east, she also developed interests there for herself. There

is the matter of the lease of the Shantung peninsula, which did

not please Russia, but perhaps of greater importance is the

41. Levine, Letters of the Kaiser to the Tsar , pp. 99-100.
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rebellionf but upon the later hat it was time

t i act on the a lent Germany declined, in '"arch of 1901,

on the grounds that Manchuria - >r ' sly a part of the
45

All this sir an Anglo-German alliance at this

time would fa :en 1 1 only in expec ':•". m of world war

Iritain being drawn in with the Triple Alliance, und

not as a means to solve Britain's naval problem and to contain

Russia in the far east. Germany did not want neral Wc.r,

had little to gain from an alliance w::
. -ritain, and w

irritated by the Boer • 3 well. In fact, the German foreign

office limply, and correctly, interpreted British overtures

42. Malozemoff, Russian Par Eastern Policy, 1P.B1-1904 ,

p. 109.

43. Hudson, flie Par Bast in World Politics , p. 96.

44. urray, Treaties and Agreements vith and
C nccrnjnfi China , p. 263.

45* Albrecht-Carrie, A Diplomatic History of Europe ,

p. 231.
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All* • " l become active • A war witl UxssJ he

profitable, hut a war against tllj tS would certainly end

r. Por Japan, the Lo-Japanese JLliance signed on

nuary 30 f 1902, solved this problem. It provided that Britain

would hold the ring for Japan in case of war.

If,... any other Power or Powers should join
in hostilities against that ally, the other High
Contracting Party will cone to its assistance f

and
will conduct the war in common, and make peace in
mutual agreement with it. 47

The Alliance also declared that :1 "High Contracting

' would, if possible, • in the non.ee in the far east,
48

but i: clear that tl rould do so In their own interests.

therefore, the Alliance can be int : : (ted as a continuation

of the policy of containing Russia so far as Britain was concerned.

46. McCordock, British Far Eastern Policy , p. 267.

47. urray, Treaties and Agreements With and
Concerning China , pp. 324-325.

43. Ibid ., p. 324.
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Perhaps Britain had no intention of going to war in spite of

the hard fact that the Alliance provided for such an eventuality.

But in any case, an alliance had become necessary for Britain.

The limitations, and later the relative weakness of British

sea power have been alluded to in some detail, but it w^s

probably another issue that became the deciding factor for

Britain with respect to the Alliance, This was contemplation

of the possible sequel to a potential combination of Japan and

Russia.

Such a combination was clearly not out of the question.

Opinion in Japan was split. Many important figures in and out

of the Japanese Government favored an agreement with Russia

rather than constant opposition and possibly war. No less a
49

figure that former Premier Ito was of this persuasion, and

in fact, he made considerable progress toward such an agreement,

rhis could have ruined Britain*s position in Asia, It seems

certain that Russia and Japan in concert would have dominated

the far east and that Russia would also have then been free to
50

apply pressure in Afganistan, Persia, and the near east.

To this possible combination British statesmen could add an

ambitious Germany that had just passed a second naval law in

June of 1900 and an unfriendly Prance still smarting somewhat
51

from the Fashoda crisis of 1898. It therefore appeared urgent

49. Dennett, iloosevelt and the i*usso-Japanese War , p. 56,

50. Ibid .

51. Ibid ., pp. 56-57.
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52
for Britain to ally herself with Japan.

But perhaps the fundamental point for this study is not

to be found in the intricacies of policy making. It is

perhaps to be found in the fact that upon signing the Anglo-

Japanese Alliance Britain passed leadership in the far east

to Japan and, therefore, temporary dominance to Japan after

her victory over Russia in 1905,

In fact, the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was a recognition

of the decline of British power and position in the far cast.

British sea power remained indispensable to Japan for a time,

but the days of leadership and dominance were gone. And the

point must not be lost that it was not Japanese power that

precipitated this misfortune, but rather the Russian menace

out of Siberia and Manchuria, which Britain could not see her

way clear to meet with the power at her disposal. Under the

then prevailing circumstances of international power politics

Britain was forced to pass leadership to a power that could

meet the threat from Russia. As it turned out, that power met

the threat successfully. It is excellent to hold the balance

of power, as Britain did between Japan and Russia, but if the

balance has to be applied, the final result may well prove

to be exclusion.

52. harder, The Anatomy of British Sea Power , pp. 428-429.
Langer, The Diplomacy of Imperialism , p. 783. iicCordock,
British Par Eastern Policy , pp. 35-86.
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The Russian ?ienace and the National Existence of Japan

In the case of Britain, fear of Russia was always applied

to matters of empire and commerce, but in the case of Japan

the very existence of the nation appeared to be at stake.

Naturally, Japan, as she gained in power, was more apt to take

direct action and was not dominated by ideas of containing

isia. Japan began her amazing rise to the position of a

great power with the revolution of 1S63, although she remained

too weak to deal with the great powers of Europe for some time.

In 1375, for example, the nation was unable to oppose Russia

when the latter added Sakhalin to her empire. But the situation

was not to remain so unbalanced. The progress of shipbuilding

between 1870 and 1S85 is a useful index to Japanese aspirations*

During these fifteen years no less than 266 steamers were
53

launched, besides many hundreds of schooners and junks.

Further, many more vessels were purchased from foreign ship-

builders, especially the larger warships of the Japanese navy.

Thus, by 1894 Japan could make war against China and bring it

to a successful conclusion, and ten years later she was able

to defeat the much greater power of Russia.

The causes of these wars and the Japanese war aims

involved point to the impact of the threat Russia appeared to

present to Japan. But before turning to specifics it is well

to consider the general problem; that is, the Russian menace

and Japanese national existence. Perhaps the clearest general

53. Bywater, Sea Power in the Pacific , p. 135.
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tement from the Japanese point of view was made by the

historian Kanichi Asakawa, writing on the eve of the ilusso-

Japanese War:

• •• Russia, with Manchuria and ultimately
Korea in her hands, would be able, on the one hand,
to build up under exclusive policy a naval and commer-
cial influence strong enough to enable her to
dominate the east, and, on the other, to cripple
forever Japan's ambition as a nation, slowly drive
her to starv> tion and decay, and even politically
annex her .54

It will be noted that Manchuria is the key to the entire passage,

along with, of course, Russia's overland rail expansion.

Actually, Korea is the primary concern, but the historian nakes

Manchuria the key by suggesting that should Russia be allowed

to continue to build up her power there Korea will ultimately

fall to her as if by a natural law. Does this mean that Ja.pan

had no interest in Manchuria for its own sake? Not entirely.

There was the matter of Japem's growing need for trade and raw

material arising out of the nation's rapid industrialization,

as Asakawa said:

The meaning of all these protective and ex-
clusive measures in Manchuria by Russia becomes
plain, when it is seen that the complete control
of the economic resources of Manchuria would give
Russia, not only sufficient means to support
Eastern Siberia, but also a great command over
the trade of China and Japan. The latter country
Russia might be able to reduce to dire distress,
when necessary, by closing the supplies coming from
Manchuria, upon which Japan will have to depend
every year more closely than before .55

54 • Kanichi Asakawa, The Russo-Japanese Conflict, its
Causes and Issues (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin and
Company, 1904), p. 52.

55. Ibid.
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Accor \:r. tc this, JA] uld have been satisfied only if

otild have allowed free trade, or the "open door" in

nchuria. We have seen that Russia was unable to do this

because of her relatively weak economy. Therefore, the "o;>en

door" in Manchuria would have meant the end of Russian

predominance there and the destruction of her route to the

xfic as it had developed under Witte. Should Russia h«.ve

seen fit to satisfy such Japanese aspirations, it would hart

meant a retreat to the situation as it existed before the
56

Chinese Eastern Concession. But tussia would not make such

a concession. The situation had reached an impasse. In the

Russo-Japanese War, Japan attempted to break this impasse to

her own favor, and in fact, was partially successful. But

before turning to this conflict it is necessary to glanc* at

the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-15195 in so far as it touches

upon the Russian menace and the issue in Manchuria.

Generally, the causes of this war have been traced to
57

three Japanese problems. First, there was the matter of

renewed Chinese interest in Korea along with the issue of

Korean reform and the Tonghak rebellion. Korea was in a rare

state of corruption and confusion, and the Japanese maintained

that Chim not interested in correcting the deplorable

situation and probably was not even able to. For obvious

commercial reasons, Korea could not be allowed to remain in

56. J'alozemoff, Russian Far Eastern Policy, loSl-1904 ,

p. 229.

57. Payson J. Treat, "The Causes of the Sino-Japanese
War," Pacific Historical Review. VIII (June, 1939), passim .
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its natural state. Hence, it was necessary to drive the

Chinese soldiers out of Korea that Japan might effect proper

reform-, and put down the Tonghaks. issue of reform is

usually discounted as a pretext, and certainly the Japanese

had more in mind than helping the unfortunates help th _ves.

Nevertheless
9 the presence of Chinese troops in Kore^ cannot

be discounted as insignificant , and although their presence

was tied in with the issue of reform, it must be recognized as

a separate and real problem for Japanese interests,

xt, there was the domestic situation in Japan. There

was pressure on the Japanese Government to settle the issue in

Korea, and it has been argued that the Government went to war
58

with China to prevent a revolution at home. In truth, there

was great pressure, and it cannot be completely discounted,

but the argument was based primarily upon the ejaculations of
59

the opposition press and can scarcely be taken at face value.

Finally, there is the matter of the Sino-Japanese War ~nd

the Russian menace. When Japanese troops were landed in Korea

in 1894, the Trans-Siberian Railway was half completed.

Therefore, it is frequently argued that Japan anticipated future

Russian strength in the far east via the railroad and decided

to secure her position on the mainland before the Russians had

58. Langer, The Diplomacy of Imperialism , pp. 172*173,
argues that the causes or the war were to be found in the
Japanese domestic situation.

59. Treat, Pacific Historical Review , pp. 156-158.
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61

Compl of the railroad. It is also known that sometime

omior, and always important, Marquis Ito kept tailed
62

account of the progress of the rr~ns-Siberij.n. Further, in

1895 Witts went on record officially as saying that the Japanese

war aim was to forestall the potential Russian position ii; the

far a.i , ai d other -Russian statesmen with knowledge of the
63

f^r eai tern situation have since agreed with him.

ilie British Government also had information of this nature

from its envoy to Japan who, in a report of tc.rcl. 26, I . ,

agreed essentially with what U'itte had said earlier, saying I

r the ostensible reason for going
to war with Chine lay have been, there en be
little doubt that the main object was to anti-
cipate the completion <f the Siberian Railway

60. Dallin, The .Use of Russia in Asia , p. 36. Hudson,
Fur ii-as t in ..orTd Politics , p. 78. , rs,

agree that Japan went to war primarily to anticipate Russian
rail expansion,

61. Francis Hilary Conroy, -The Japanese Seizure of
Ilorca, 1063-1910 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1960), j . 3-209.

62. lalozemoff, Russian Far Bastern Policy, 1331-l'>04 t

pp. 55-56.

63. Ibid . Other lussian statesmen and diplomats were of
this opinion as well. Among the more significant would be Baron
losen. See Baron Av>sen, Fourty Years of Diplomacy (fteiv York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1922), p. 135.
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and
the

to prevent Russia from gaining free access to
Pacific Ocean. 04

One must assume that the envoy meant "free access to the Pacific

Ocean" through Manchuria.

Finally, in the Treaty of Shimonoseki following Japan*

s

victory over China, the Liaotung peninsula was ceded to Japan.

This clearly indicated that the Japanese had more in mind than

the issue in Kore.-. The Liaotung peninsula is actually barren

and commercially valueless in itself, but it is of greu.t

strategic value with respect to both the Chinese capital and

Korea. There can be little doubt, then, that Japan demanded

the peninsula with the Russian menace in mind, but there can

be just as little doubt that the peninsula would have been

valuable in any case, such as that of a revitalized China.

It is therefore dangerous to affirm that Japan went to war

simply in anticipation of the completion of the Trans-Siberian

Railway. One must recall that at the time of the war the

Chinese Eastern concession was a thing of the future and possibly

had not even been seriously considered. Russia was still north

of the Amur. On the other hand, Japanese anticipation cannot

be ignored, and such evidence as exists would seem to indicate

that it was certainly one of several causes. At the very least,

it became a war aim.

But if the Russian menace at this date was based primarily

upon the logic of Russian railway expansion rather than any

64. 'ritish Documents of the Origins of the War , (London;,
I, 8 t

Renort dated March 26 f
1898. cited by Dallin. The Rise

of Russia in Asia, p. 36.
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actual penetration, it did not long remain in this potential

state. In the Triple Intervention Russia manifested, indirectly,

an interest in Manchuria, and with the Chinese iiastcrn con-

cession an actual lussian sphere of interest was created.

The Japanese anticipation of expansion was thus well founded.

Finally, upon the occupation of Port Arthur, Russia not only

laid claim to all Manchuria, but obtained in the most high-

handed manner the region Japan had marked as her own just

spoil of war. This was perhaps the most significant step so

far with respect to Japan and the Russian menace. First, Japan

might have been well disposed toward a partition of Manchuria

with Russia retaining the northern portion, but with Japan

entrenched on the Liaotung peninsula. Later negotiations

suggest that this night well have been ft possible solution to

the problem of Manchuria, At any rate, such a solution by

peaceful means was now apparently out of the question. Second,

the fact that Russia deprived Japan of the Liaotung peninsula

only to occupy it herself seemed to all levels of Japanese

politics and society a classical miscarriage of justice or

anything else accounted as noble.

This was a difficult period for Japan. She was isolated;

and with the scramble for concessions, it appeared that the

Chinese Empire might be partitioned without regard to her
65

interests. have seen that opinion was split in Japan

concerning the solution of this problem. A political faction

65. I alozemoff , -vussian Par n Policy. 1831-1904 ,

p. 164.
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led by Ito favored an agreement with Russia at the expense

of 3ritain
t whereas a faction headed by Kato favored an alliance

66
with Britain at the expense of Russia. In any case, both

were agreed that Japan 1 s isolation had to end, and the reason

for this degree of solidarity was the Russian menace and the

conviction that its existence required almost immediate action.

Still, the clarity of Russian ambitions in Manchuria

notwithstanding, the Russian menace had not assumed its fin^l

form for Japan. This occurred between late 1899 and 1903.

The first significant event was the occupation of Manchuria

by regular Russian troops when the Boxer Rebellion spread to

the north. It has been pointed out that the Russians had little

choice in the matter, but it nevertheless was a threat to Japan.

Japanese statesmen saw only a large and victorious Russian

army as hostilities ended and one that certainly could be used

to the detriment of Japanese interests. iv*hen the Russian array

remained in the field even after all threat of rebellion was

far removed, it was naturally assumed that Russia was considering
67

the implementation of a larger policy in the far east.

The next manifestation of the Russian menace, according

to the Japanese, followed in the wake of the Anglo-Japanese

Alliance. This was a reaction of the Dual Alliance of France

and Russia by way of a declaration directed toward the new

combination in the far east. After agreeing with the high

66. Ibid .

67. Ibid ., pp. 165-166.
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principles expressed by Japan and Great Britain in their

alliance, the Franco-.lussian declaration commented upon the

position of the other powers in this manner:

Nevertheless, being obliged also to take into
consideration the case in which either the

ssive action of third Towers, or the recur-
rences of disturbc.nces in China, jeprodizing
the integrity and free development of that Power,
might become a menace to their own interests,
and the two allied governments reserve to the -

selves the right to consult in that contingency
as to means to be adopted for securing those
interests. ^3

Understandably, there has been, and was, considerable debate

as to the exnet meaning of this declaration, but it could have

meant that the alliance between France and Russia had been

extended to the far east. In any case, the Japanese had to

take this into consideration; and it clearly appeared to limit

the advantages they had just obtained by the alliance with

Britain. The Russian menace definitely had some form of inter-

national support, and no doubt Japanese statesmen recalled with

fear and indignation the times of the Triple Intervention.

Another immediate result of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance

was the Russo-Chinese convention in which Russia agreed to
69

evacuate Manchuria v.ithin three six-months periods* This was

the desired effect of the alliance. Indeed, the first evacu -

tions were carried out on schedule, as we have seen, but in

April of 1903 it was discovered that Russia had failed to evacuate

Newchwang, and soon thereafter it was learned that lukden,

68. acMurray, Treaties and Agreements .ith and
Concerning China , pp. 325-326.

69. Ibid,
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70
having once been evacuated, was now reoccupied. Russia, as

we have seen, had adopted a "wait and see" policy by this

date, having recovered from a pristine state of shock over the

Anglo-Japanese Alliance and other difficulties in the east.

But for Japan the threat of regular Russian troops in Manchuria

was reasserted, and along with it came a direct show of bad

faith on the part of Russia. Further, these events coincided

with new work on the Yalu concession in Korea. It has been

pointed out that this work amounted to little, and that the

concession was not connected with the Russian Government at

this time. Nevertheless, the work had a strong effect, occuring

as it did when Russia was acting in bad faith. Also, the

Japanese general public, and no doubt many politicians, were

not aware of the slight extent of Russia's interest in Kore^.

Finally, the creation of the Viceroy of the Far East by

the Tsar appeared menacing to the Japanese statesmen. It hcis

been noted that so far as the Russian situation was concerned

the creation of this office did no more than complicate the

chain of command and that there was no reason to fear it. But

to the Japanese it seemed that the Tsar was clearing his

administration for action. That is, for war; and Japanese

statesmen attached great importance to the new Viceroy.

The Imperial Order creating the viceroy is worth citing at

some length.

Hie complicated problems of administration in
the provinces bordering the eastern frontier of the

70. Dennett, Roosevelt and the Russo-Japanese War ,

p. 140.
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pire induce us to be solicitous for the institution
of the authority over those provinces.

In order to secure the pacific satisfaction
of the urgent local requirements by the exercise
of that authority and recognizing the necessity
of forming a Special Lieutenancy to include all
the Provinces now under the rule of the Governor
General of Pri-Amur and Kuangtung Province it is
decreed as follows:

1. The Imperial Lieutenant of the P:r -^st is
invested with the supreme (or high) power in respect
to civil administration over those provinces and is
independent of different ministries. He is also
:;iven the supreme authority regarding the mainte-
nance of order and security in the localities
appropriated for the benefit of the Chinese Eastern

ft Due care und protection in regard to the
interests and wants of Russian subjects in the
neighboring territories outside the border of the
Imperial Lieutenancy [the Yalu concession?J ^re also
confided to him.'*

In parts three and four complete military and diplomatic

authority was given to the new Imperial lieutenant.

3. All diplomatic relations with neighboring
powers in regard to affairs arising in those provinces
of the Par East shall be concentrated in the hands of
the Imperial Lieutenant.

4. The command of the naval forces in the
Pacific and of all military forces stationed in the
territories assigned to him is given to the Imperial
Li.eutenant«72

Japanese concern is understandable. And it did not improve

matters when General Alexiev was appointed as the Imperial

Lieutenant. The general, although not so fanatic and impulsive

as Bezobrazov, was not cautious in his opinions and statements

concerning Russia's needs and rights in the far e<xst.

Thus, by 1903 the Russian menace for Japan centered around

such specifics as the occupation of Manchuria by regular troops

71. f-'aci'urray, Treaties and Agreements with and
Concerning China , p. 122

72. Ibid.
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and Russian failure to evacuate that region as agreed, the

Franco-Russian declaration following the Anglo-Japanese

Alliance, and finally, the creation of the Viceroy of the

Far East. These specifics rested upon a foundation of fe^r

and mistrust conceived in the novel method of Russia's over-

land expansion, in the potentials and possibility of a larger

Russian policy, and in the reasonable presumption that no

Russian sphere would know free trade. But it was nevertheless

the specific fears that made of Japan a nation willing and

prepared to go to war with Russia. It should also be noted

that the threat from Russia was concerned with the position

she held in Manchuria as developed by her railro-d net across

northern Asia and that any Russian threat to Korea was almost

purely potential arising out of that position.

There followed futile negotiations between Russia and

Japan in which both sides demanded more than the other was

willing to concede. Both tended to revert, due tc the tensions

of the times, to their maximum demands. Also, the Russian

Government (if it can be called that) was in such a state of

confusion and disrepair that it could not express itself with

any clarity of efficiency. There were several unaccountable

delays in the transmission of messages even in this time of

crisis. At any rate, Russia f s position remained essentially

the same, and war broke out quite naturally early in 1904.

And it is in the Japanese declaration of war that the unequaled

significance of Manchuria is most clearly expressed in its

relation to Russian power and Japanese interests.
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The integrity of Corca is a matter of constant
concern to this Hmpire, not only because of Our
traditional relations with that country, but because
the separate existence of Corca la essential to the
fety of Our realm. Nevertheless, Russia, in dis-

regard of her solemn treaty pledges to China and her
repeated assurances to other powers, is still in
occupation of Manchuria, has consolidated and streng-
thened her hold on these provinces, and is bent upon
their final annexation. And since the absorption of
nchuria by Russia would render it impossible to

maintain the integrity of Corea, and would, in
addition, compel the abandonment of all hope of
peace in the extreme East, we determined in those
circumstances to settle the question by negotiation,
and to secure thereby a permanent peovCe.73

Thus, as long as Russia remained in Manchuria, the menace to

Japan remained, and Russia did not choose to retire through

negotiation. War appeared to be the only solution.

The United States and Balance of Power in the Pur u^st

The fact that the United States had become a part of the

anti-Russian coalition was of great importance with respect to

the coming Russo-Japanese War. Even before the Japanese had

sent their army to the mainland they had obtained clear indi-

cations of a benevolent neutrality from the United States.

Moreover, President Roosevelt intended to use American power

to discourage intervention by other powers, thus making Russia's

isolation in the far east virtually certain. In a letter to

his friend Cecil Spring-Rice, dated July 24, 1905, he declared

that:

As soon as this war [the Russo-Japanese WarJ
broke out, I notified Germany and France in the most
polite and discreet fashion that in the event of a

73. Japanese Imperial Rescript Comprising Declaration of
War, February 10, 1904 , cited by Dennett, Roosevelt and the

lus so-Japanese War , pp. 145-146.
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combination against Japan to try to do what Russia,
Germany, and France did to her in 1394 sic ; He
means the Triple Intervention of the following
yerr , I should promptly side with Japan and proceed
to whatever length was necessary on her behalf .74

Thus, the United States also reacted to the Russian position

in the far east. But first, it should be recalled that Russia

was generally not admired by Americans at this time in any case.

Although the United States and Russia had enjoyed either rela-

tively friendly or excellent relations throughout much of the

nineteenth century, after IS 95 the amity of the two powers
75

descended rapidly. This was certainly connected with the

Russian push in the east, but it was also true that certain

political and social aspects of the Russian state offended

American senses. The autocratic form of government, persecution

of Jews and opposition parties, etc., all conspired to turn
76

public opinion in the United States against Russia. This
77

low opinion was shared as well by President Roosevelt.

The Russian position in the east itself seemed to threaten

American interests two ways: first, there was the question of

American trade and Russian expansion; and second, it seemed

that Russia was destroying the balance of power in the far east

as conceived by the iloosevelt administration.

74. El ting B« Mori son (ed.) t The Letters of Theodore
Roosevelt . (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1951),
p. 12S4.

75. Pauline Tompkins, American-Russian Relations in the
Par East (New York: The MacMillian Company, 1949>, p. 29.

76. Ibid ., p. 22.

77. Mori son, The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt , p. 1085.
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The matter of trade is not complicated. Drawing generally

upon the scume sources as Japan and Great Britain, the United

States concluded that Russia was determin3d to Make a great

Pacific power of herself, and it was assumed that she would
78

move as far south in China and Korea as possible* Further,

as this happened, those regions falling under Russian domination

would bo lost to free trade, and, since the United States had

no sphere of interest in the orient, her far eastern trade

would be ruined. It was also observed that the "Russian blight"

would be cast over yet another portion of the world if Russia

was allowed to expand. It has been previously noted that it

was perfectly natural that the United States took the lead in

the matter of the "open door." The British actually prompted

the first circular note but hesitated to take the lead because

they had recently compromised their position in free trade by

recognizing spheres of interest and influence in the far east,

including their own. Still, the British were anxious to dis-

courage differiental rail rates, harbor dues, etc., and were

pleased with the response of the United States. The latter,

of course, was lily-white out of necessity.

But so far as the Russian menace to trade was concerned,

the "open door" did not appreciably mitigate it. Russia paid
79

a certain amount of lip service to the note, but, as we have

seen, she could not permit significant concessions to free

78, Dennett, Roosevelt and the Russo-Japanese War, p. 118.

79. Ruhl J. Bartlett, The Record of American Diplomacy:
Documents and ;c~iings in the History of American Porei;;n
Relations (New York; Alfred A. Knopf, 1959;, pp. 411-412.
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trade and retain dominance over her sphere in Manchuria.

In this light the "open door" was ft failure ftt the time, but

it did tend to draw tho anti-Russian coalition closer together.

Secretary of -

r
;t -y's note sn; that all powers should

"enjoy perfect equality of treatment for their commerce and
80

navigation." All the powers having important interests in

the far east* with the very conspicuous exception of Russia,

were able to follow in large measure the secretary*s suggestion.

Finally, American commercial interests were very strong

in Korea; greater than any other power with the exception of
81

Japan. Competition between Americans and Japanese was keen

in the first years of the twentieth century, but there was

little or no antipathy between them. And, like the Japanese

(and no doubt partially because of then), American capitalists

feared Russian expansion into Korea and the ultimate destruction

of their happy situation in commerce.

In the matter of balance of power in the far east, the

United States' entrance into the anti-Russian coalition was

suggested by President Roosevelt* s general conception of American

foreign policy. Soon after the Russo-Japanese War the President

remarked that:

As long as England succeeds in keeping the
balance of power in Europe, not only in principle,
but in reality, well and good; should she, however,
for some reason or other, fail in doing so, the
United States would be obliged to step in at least

80. Henry Steel Gommager (ed.), Documents of American
History , Vol. II ( ?<j ed.; New York: Applet on-Century-Crof ts,

1962), p. 9.

81. Dennett, Roosevelt and the Russo-Japanese War , p. 104,
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temporarily. . • . In fact, we ourselves are becoming,
oving to our strength and geographical situation,
nor ho balance of power of the whole
lobe .c?2 (Hy italics)

'

It was the Presidents view that Russia, In the early years of

the twentieth century, was in the process of upsetting the

balance of power in the far east. Hence, it wus the duty of

the United States to join the anti-Russian coalition. Late in

the Russo-Japanese War when it seemed rather certain that

Russia was to be defeated and perhaps driven back to Siberia,

Roosevelt made a clear statement of his ideas.

Russia had far better make peace now, if she
i.My can | and find her boundaries in east Asia

left without material shrinkage from what they were
ten years «go, than to submit to being driven out
of east Asia. ile for the rest of us, while
Russia's triumph would have been a blow to civiliza-
tion, her destruction as an eastern Asiatic Power
would also in my opinion be unfortunate. It is best
that she should be left face to face with Japan so
that each nay have a moderative action on the
other. 83

"Ten years ago" would have found Russia north of the Amur and

Manchuria independent of Russia's actual interests. It has

been demonstrated that Russia had no foundation for great power

in the far east at that time, and it seems safe to conclude

that Roosevelt did not understand what an actual balance of

power between Russia and Japan amounted to.

The truth is that the United States had another motive in

the far east, and it was not unlike that of Germany. The United

82* Von Hermann Freiherrn Eckardstein, "Die Isolierung
Deutshlands" (Leipzig, 1922), p. 175. The citation is from a
conversation between Baron iickardstein and Roosevelt, and is
cited by Dennett, Roosevelt and the Russo-Japanese War , p. 1.

83. Morison, The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt , p. 1230,
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States had recently acquired possessions in Pacific waters

of considerable extent and value. Now so long as Japan

entertained herself on the mainland of Asia she would be no

threat to America's possessions; but should Japan aspire to

an island empire, the United States would be at a disadvantage

in defending portions of her own empire, especially the

Philippines. President Roosevelt put it this way:

So long as Japan takes an interest in Korea, in
Manchuria, in China, it is Russia which is her
natural enemy. Of course, if Japan were content
to abandon all hope of influence upon the continent
of Asia and try to become a great maritime Power
she might ally herself with Russia to menace the
American, the Dutch, or perhaps the .English possessions
in the Pacific. 84

Therefore, the United States tended to support an unbalance

in favor of Japan to keep that nation from threatening American

Pacific possessions, just as Germany tended to support an

unbalance in favor of Russia to keep her out of a potential

conflict in Europe. There can be little doubt that this

situation prejudiced American policy in favor of Japan. In

fact, the power displacement of Russia and Japan in the far east

was much closer to a balance just before the war than it was

after the Peace of Portsmouth. Even had Russia not been

afflicted with revolution in 1905, the unbalance would still

have existed. But of course, Russia was the menace at the

moment. Japan was not, and the anti-Russian coalition of three

great sea powers closed ranks almost as if by the natural

naval laws of Admiral Mahan.

84. Ibid., pp. 1087-1088.
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CONCLUSION

The Ru •o-Jupu.ncse War waf a scries of defeats for RttSSil •

c , I- T s -lly, w~s not in a position to offer material

..id, tad lift on her own was not C of rema.inin£ in the

field with either the Japanese army or navy, Th si an n^vy,

although on paper it compared favorably with that of J^-p^n,

was largely obsolete and usually commanded by inexperienced

officers . The f^r eastern squadron was decimated early in the

war, and its remainder was blockaded. The "self sinking" Baltic

Fleet, harassed by the British and by its own inadequacies,

s iled gallantly around Europe and Africa to restore Russian

prestige and to regain command of the eastern seas. Admiral

Togo sank this fleet as it entered the Kore- >tr^it ut Tsushir: •

The Russian army experienced a time fo glory when compared

with the deeds of the n^vy, but it too failed to achieve a

victory* Like the navy, it had incompetent commanders, although

the Russian private soldier proved to be tenaciou. , u.s usual.

Further, there was constantly a critical supply problem as

several of the previously alluded-to defects of the trans-

continental communication route became M lt« tHrst, the

Trans- iberian and Chinese Eastern Railways were of one tr^ck.
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an under the best of circumstances the r^il system would

lu.ve been st ruined to meet the demands of v/ar, but as it was,

confusion ,11 too common. Second, th i - ;eri-n did

not extend around Lak ikal so that everything had to be

unloaded, transported across the lake, and reloaded.

financial difficulties contributed to the Russian defeat

as well* te was apparently convinced by early 1905 th^t

peace was a necessity for Russia. In his Meaoirs he affirms
I h i » «i .-..» k .

that by this time tliss4a v a domestic finances had been completely

exhausted, that there was not the slightest hope of floating

either a domestic or foreign loan, and that the only expedient

left was the issuance of paper money, which he was certain

would have led to a complete economic breakdown*

But these are not the fundamental causes of the *<ussian

failure. The army, the navy, and the financial system failed

in large measure because of the corruption and inefficiencies

of the regime which had descended to an incredibly low level*

Further, the fundamental plans for both the new Russian f~r

t and Manchuria had never been complete . ur-vicv h~d

hoped to provide the Russian far tast with means of communi-

c tion whereby it could ultimately become practically

self-sufficient* His hopes were not realized, as has been

demonstrated, and they were perhaps impossible dr in any

case, aid aitte, with the construction of the rail net to the

1* Sergey Yulevica itte, The Memoirs of Count Wittc ,

. ft trans. Abraham Y.rmolinsky (Garden City, New York, and
Toronto: Doubleday, Pagfi -nd Company, 1921), p* 135.
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f^r east and Manchuria, definitely e;: d to ichuria

a self-sufficient bass for Rn power in the f^r e^st ~nd

ultimately a portion of the :Uiss_ npire. In both c .-.es,

the improved means of communication were not ends in themselves.

They ware tools designed to make the 'impire r in being

in the orient in the sense that J was a power in the east.

The idea w l not to du; lie te the British method of extending

1 power by tfc l of overland CtOSBRlllieatiou rather

than rca communication, although this was essentially what

opened. Instead, the filial goal of '.'iti; f
id even Muruviev,

:e of Russia is-continent-1 nation StatS in the

true sense; one productive and alive fr: rope to its eastern

extremities rather th.^n a state with its productive elements

relatively concentrated and yet excrcisinj; - larg< ly meaningless

political control over a vast empire. In the case of Witte,

as we , lity fell fas ihort of his goal* Hence,

in th so-Japanese War, Russia could not depend upon the

native strength of either Manchuria or her own possessions in

far east. It has been noted ad to rely almost

entirely upon her trans-continent-1 rail sysi. , -nd it did

not suffice.

Itb what was rsntly an utter failure of Russian -rns,

d, moreover, 1 failure inflicted by a relatively small power,

y statesmen I to think of the lat >i menace in

rms of an illusion. In June of 1905, just after the li JLtic

-d been sent to its fate t President Roosevelt wrote in

a letter to Cecil Spring- Ric :
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11, it seems to me [he observed;) that the
Russian bubble has been pretty thoroughly pricked.
I thought the Japanese would defeat iojestvensky
[the commander of the Baltic FleetJ • but I had no
conception, •• that there would be a slaughter
rather than a fight, and that the Russians ould
really make no adequate resistance whatever. I
have never been able to pursuade myself that

•sis w^s c°in£ to conquer the world at any time
••••justified in considering, and I suppose this
particular fear is now at an end everywhere.2

This type of thinking seems a bit more comfortable than the

facts of the situation warrant • In the first place, the

"slaughter" of was more apparent than real« Japan was
3

bled white by the war, and by the time of the peace conference

at Portsmouth found it expedient to back away from her maximum

demands

•

But of much greater importance is the issue of >4anchuria

and its relation to Russian power in the fur eu.st, lk*d Russia

and Japan managed to arrive at an agreement over Manchuria u.nd

Korea, or had peace prevailed in the fur east for some other

reason, Russia would have had at least the chance to properly

invest in her sphere, making it all but an organic part of the

empire. In this case, Japan would have been fighting another

far eastern power rather than a iiuropean power depending upon

a long and difficult supply line.

The unecualed significance of Manchuria in the course of

Russian far eastern history must be pondered in two ways.

First, Manchuri a geographical importance similar to that

2. Bltifl . orison (ed.) f The Letters of uieodore
Roosevelt (Cambridge: Harvard University iress, 1951), p. 1233,

3» See Giichi Qno, War and . nt Expenditures of
Japan (New York: xford University Press, 1922,).
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4
of -uczf Panama, and the Sea of . cli of the regions

are vital to th. nunications of Vast portion:, of the t&Tttu

In the cane of Manchuria, its relatively e-sy topography ~nd

temperate climate make It the natural outlet for fatten Iberia

and the only outlet without very t limitations, /tor^viev

thought that the Amur could be the .s, but we have seen

that his work ended in failure. In lag sure this failure

was inevitable bee use of the natural limitations of the Amur

ley and of Vladivostok as a satisf-ctor port. Writing in

1904 the Japanese historian Asakawa concluded thct "Without

Manchuria, Russia would be left enclosed in icebound Siberia,

with no naval or commercial outlet during nearly five months
5

of each year." th Manchuria, Russian railroads crossed

c-sy plains, arriving at Vladivostok by a route some six hundred

miles shorter than did the later Amur extension of the trans*

Siberian* Further, with Manchuria the railroad inated not

only at Vladivostok but at ice-free Port Arthur as well.

But discussion of the Manchurian issue should not be

limited to this problem of C1WIII 1 CIl 1 1 (MM i It is, of course,

of great import, c .-, but perhaps ever; ter is the base for

power in t t Russia would h,,ve hu.d with Manchuria*

fhe limitations of the .jnur and Primorsk regions huv n

demonstrated: insufficient potential for agriculture and too

4. Boris etev, "The Issue in Manchuria," :;l«.vonic

Review. VIII (December, 1929), p. 305.

5. Kanichi , j

•;»-..- >anese Conflict. lis
2 uses and Issues (Boston v.nd New York: Houghton, .ittlin

1 Company, 1904), p. 48.
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few raw materials for industry. ortunity i .:e this

region a powerful, <-.clf-sufficient and organic part of the

empire did not exist in the first decade of the twentieth

century. Manchuria, on the other hand, possesses in abundance

those things lacking in the Amur and Prinorsk regions. Moreover,

ichuria was sparsely populated in this period because the

nchttS had restricted Chinese • tion to their fatherland

until very late in the nineteenth century. , Opulatioa

of the region by Russian Slavics was not precluded by the

existence of a large native m • It is significant that f

where&S the Russian rail concessions in the fa.r e^st ran through

sparsely settled regions, those of the other powers were

directed towards and through the great population centers of
6

China. This is indicative of a divergence in motive. Russia

•eking a feasible passage to the Pacific through a region

she could dominate ultimately annex. In truth, the "railway

zone" created by the Chinese Eastern concession was all but

Russian« Clause six stated that "The Coupany (i.e., Russia)

will have the absolute and exclusive right of administration

of its lands," and that the Company had the right to n^turu.1

resources in Manchuria that were needed in the construction and
7

otenancc of the railroad.

We have seen, however, that the Manchurian enterprise wag

not an immediate suneei , that even under Witte, and in spite

6. Bakhmetev, Slavonic ilevicw , p. 310.

7. John V. A. Mao^kirray, Treaties and agreements With
and Concerning China (New York: Oxford University Press,
ita3> f p. 76.
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of the protection of monopoly, lussia was not able to tap the

great potential Manchurian resources in a manner sufficient

to cause the Trans-Siberian and Chinese ila-stern to meet their

cost of operation, much less the cost of their construction.

-*s relatively stunted economic structur not equal

to th k, and with the dismissal of witte as stcr of

PItime*| the possibility of any significant economic gain was

even more remote.

Thus the essence of the Russian plan was never carried

out, and the lusso-Japanese War found only the means to the

ultimate end (the rail system) in existence. Yet the ultimate

goal was not impossible. To the contrary, it MM even practical

and quite feasible, and here was the Russian menace: to be a

power, lad the only power, in being on the mainland of the

extreme east. And, given time, -Russia night well have become

such a power in spite of the criminal inadequacies of the then

existin ime. The advantages she would have had arc obvious,

I the reactions of the sea powers to this foundation of the

sian menace are both interesting and enlightening. They

further point to the importance of Manchuria.

It seems rather clear that the United States under the

leadership of President ioosevelt did not understand the true

rtificance of Manchuria in the conflict between ^ussi;. ^.nd

Japan, Mi have seen that the President favored a balance of

power between the two belligerents, ^nd this seemed a sound

enough policy. He wanted Japan to entertain herself on the

mainland. But, he was willing for Japan to force Russia out

of Manchuria, which, of course, she was finally cvble to do.
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Thus the President did not appear to understand thu.t without

ichuria Russia would simply not be a power in the f\*r e«.st,

in which case there would be no balance. Dm sequel to this

was that Japan, unquestionably aided by the twentieth century

.ropean wars and revolution in Russia, found it possible to

remain on the mainland of Asia and build an island empire as

well. This ultimately led to the Japanese attack on American

cific possessions in 1941* Actually, President Roosevelt

1 misgivings about the potential Japanese position just before

the talks at Portsmouth, but Russian power in Manchuria Wus

already es en tially destroyed.

This indicates that Japan did understand the foundation

of potential Russian power in the east: military and economic

development in Manchuria* We have seen a consistent preoccu-

pation on tlr • t of leading Japanese statesmen with Russian

railroad building and with 'Russia's partial investment in

churia, and in the final analysis, A disinclination to

compromise the issue with Russia. This was perhaps to be

expected, but it has also been demonstrated that Japan had no

significant interests in Korea. Russian encroachment in Kor

could not have been the cause of the Russo-Japanese War.

ther, it was the potential Russian menace with its foundation

in .Manchuria that made of Japan a nation willing to risk a

reventive war in 1904. Further, although the Peace of

Portsmouth did not completely exclude Russia from Manchuria,

Japan all but annexed that region in 1932 and was not saiisfied

until Russia was forced to sell the Chinese Eastern Railroad

in 1935. This (with China still weak) left Japan as the only
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major power in the far SSt« helplessness of the Lea;

of Nations when it objected to J *n*S r.ction in Manchuria

I Iioulv'. have surprised no one.

I conclusion must be that Japanese statesmen generally

had a very keen understanding of the foundation of Russian

power in tfee far east, re lizing that if iUissic. could be

excluded from Manchuria her own possessions in the AaUf unci

Primorsk regions would not be a sufficient b^se for power in

the east, and that in such a circumstance Jap ould be left

alone in the field. Japan's supporters in the gar* Britain

and the United states-, were tc suffer from this nese pre-

dominance in World War II

•

Judging by her actions, it would seen th~t Britain MM

preoccupied with and understood best the implication* of

iUissi-i's trar.s-continental communication system with respect

to her own use of the seas. Britain understood th^t the

is- Siberian and Chines: tern railways severely limited

v.-luc of her sea power as a means to protect her interests

in the far rant nd ~s a tool of commercial doi'iiri • We h^ve

seen Britain take active steps to meet this aspect of the

Russian menace, coming out of isolation ind finally concluding

Llianc* with Japan that was unnistekenly direct. it

'. • But in light of the circumstance of Britain*! u.lliv.nce-

seeking described above, it would seem that s s still

followi: .: traditional policy of containment* rit~in passed

leadership in the far east to Japan upon the conclusion of t

Anglo-Japanese Uliance and cannot, therefore, be held directly

responsible for the war that followed* Ondef British loadership
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it is extremely doubtful that the far eastern situation would

ve resulted in war unl USsis had finally come out of

churia to encroach on the sphere of one of the allies

.

Thus Britain, unlike Japan, was not dominated by fear of

Russia's position in Manchuria but rather was maneuvering to

meet the menace to her interests that Russia presented via

northern Asia* The Anglo- I .ian sphere defining agreement

of 1899 certainly indicates that Britain had no fundamental

objection to Russia being in Manchuria, so long as she stayed

there, British interests were not damaged, and Britain might

have fared better had Russia remained in Manchuria.. It has

m noted that with Japan in Korc~ ^nd Russia in Manchuria

there was something of a balance between the two- Had it

been maintained, neither Japan nor Russia could have dominated

the far east* But we have seen that Britain feared a combination

of the two which would have presumably made her own position

there untenable • This fear, among other things, encouraged

her to make the alliance that ultimately led to the supremac}

of one power in the far east*

In a very real sense, then, Britain did not have a very

attractive choice in the matter* Her sea :<ower had simply

been out-flanked by Russia* s trans-continental development;

which problem was further aggravated at the time of the

Japanese alliance by Britain's poor relations with other

European powers and by the resultant necessity of keeping more

of her fleet in European waters* Further, she did not have a

strong base for land power in China such as she did develop in

India. Consequently, Britain was preoccupied with the means
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to tussia's end and looked upon it nd-boum; COUpetitOr

of her sea power, as it certainly Wui intended to be # The

question of whether or not tussi. becoming an actual

power in the far ^ast n , hough important, after the fact.

Britain herself was not an actual power in the far east, depend-

ing as she did upon the mobilization of national strength by

the use of Shi] d seas, /vnd tttssia, the aspirations of

Lev end itte notwithstanding! • I much the same position

by the use of trana~Continental railways* It i ortant to

note that neither power was in a position to interrupt the

other's means of mobilizing national strength. Japan, on the

other han<:, only major power actually situated in the

far east and was therefore in a por to interrupt the mobil-

ization of either British or Russian strength. issia

obviously attempting to become an actual power in the f^r

east through hOf conomic and military investment in Manchuria*

Japan turned on her*

Thus, tl Lan mena.ee for Britain was not precisely

th< .or J^pan. The interests of the for er were

menaced by the development of the Russian land by rdl

construction, and the threat was certainly not limited to the

. But the problem was that Britain could not directly

meet this threat in the far east as she could have, for example t

in India. Japan was menaced by Russia's .'..aichurian position.

With Manchuria Russia would ultimately become a Pacific power,

it was assumed that as such she would threaten Japanese

national existence. ithout Manchuria tttSSia would be limited

to a partial mobilization of her power by the use of r-ils and
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would be quite Vttftk on the Pacific bee-use of the disu.dv.ait.tges

of the Amur and Primorsk region-. Therefore, when Japan gained

an ally as v;ell u.s leadership in the far east in 1902, 1

confrontation over iVanchuria became all but inevitable, British

interests, by contrast, did not demand such confrontation,

only the containment of ;lussia north of the Gr .11.

The conclusion of the <iusso-Japanese War by the Peace of

Portsmouth of September, 1905, did not completely exclude Russia

from Manchuria, in spite of Japanese aspiration and military

superiority. It has been noted that Japan, financially exhausted,

was forced to retire from her maximum demands, which included un

indemnity, cession of Sakhalin, and the right to make "reforms"
8

in Manchuria. Further, other powers, and especially the United

t< , were put on their guard by the extent of the Japanese

victory and by the aspirations that nation revealed in the peace

talks. Counsel of moderation MM given to Japan. Hut, in

spite of disappointment in some Japanese quarters, the fruits

of victory were extensive. With respect to the mainland,

Japan's all but complete control of Korea was made leg^l, and

she inherited the lease of the Liaotung peninsula and Port
9

.Arthur, which included the South Manchurian il^ilroad. Russia

was left with the Chinese Eastern uilroad ~nd the "railway

zone." At first glance it might appear that ftuMia mm left

with considerable residual strength in Manchuria, as the Chinese

Dennett, i loosevelt and the ^usso-Japanese War ,

pp. 243-264.

9. rray, Treaties and Agreements With and Concerning
na , p. 523.
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Eastern had been the foundation of . On

the other hand, improvements in the J^panc- ;ion largely

destroyed the valuta of the railroad, i'irst, the integrated

churian rail system included the >outh '-!cjichurian ^ well

as the Chines m. I former bridged the gap between

the Chin astern and Liaotung peninsula with its ice-free

ports. It now erne under Japanese control, leaving Russia

with rail connection only to Vladivostok, which was far inferior

to Port Arthur and frozen for around five months of e«.i.ch year.

But of greater importance is the fact thai lift had lost

her virtual commercial monopoly in Manchuria. In .rticle III

of the treaty

fhe Imperial Government of Russia declare that they
have not in Manchuria any territorial advantages
or preferential or exclusive concessions in impair e-
ment of Chinese soverignty or inconsistent with the
principle of equal opportunity#10

It has been noted that the relatively weak Russian economy could

not successfully compete with the great powers involved in the

far east under circumstances of "equal opportunity," and we

have seen that Witte's long range plans for Manchuria and

northern China had an essentially economic foundation. liven

in pre-war times of exclusion the far eastern venture did not

prosper, but it did have potential if Russia could manage to

keep it tied to her own economy. This she did not ma; , u.nd

the Chinese Eastern, and to a lesser degree the fr^ns-Siberian

became relatively barren.

There is u.lso the matter of Russia's strategical position

10. Ibid.
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after the peaca settlement, iliere was pressure, especially

from Stolypin, to construct a BIN railroad around the bend of

the Amur, thus placing it entirely upon Russian territory.

It was argued that this would provide secure communication to

the Pacific an obviate the absolute necessity of depending on

the Chinese Eastern, which was precariously inviting to a

potential Japanese fl nking attack from their new position in

southern Manchuria. W'itte tells us that he was against this;

t an Amur railroad WM just as subject to a Japanese attack
11

as the Chinese Eastern. He was partially right. If signifi-

c iit power exists in Manchuria, no Russian line of communication

from Lake Daikal to the Pacific littoral can be fundamentally

secure.

ultimate failure of Russia in Manchuria was made certain

by World War I, revolution in 1917 and the following civil w^r,

and by the fact that European conditions through most of the

first half of the twentieth century left Japan with a free huiid

in the far east. It did not immediately follow the w^r with

Japan. In fact, there was something of an economic revival in

the Chinese Eastern concession after 1905, and a reassertation

of monopoly in northern Manchuria. .<ussi^ MM actually

Sharing in a boom period there, although progress in the north

fell far short of Japanese accomplishments to thu south.

Further, Russia and Ja^ rrived at several post-v.-r agretstttts

that t« rily stabilized the situation in Manchuria, fhey

were not, however, destined to be final solutions.

11. itte, )irs , p. 117.
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it in spite of these encouraging events i ve

ithin Manchttria9 Rnssla'g position there remained

fundamentally precariou , id the c of thil unfortunate

situation arc to be found in the peace settlement of 1905.

Here the Russian hold on I anchtiria was broken, did the ultimate

exclusion of I a logic..1 sequel. In 1929 the de f ^cto

ruler of Manchtiriaj arahal Cfa sucu-iian^, expelled ovi

people from the Chinese Eastern railway zone, although 1-.

in the ian military expedition repossessed it.

This was but a foretast of things to c . in 1931 Japanese

forces invade churia, and the Soviets were forced to offer

the Chinese Eastern Railway for s..le. ^ic final agreement was

made in March of 1935, ;.nd Japan became the owner by payment

of an almost nominal fee, rhus the Russian bid to become a

power in being in the far east had failed. Once ag..in she

found herself on the left bank of the Amur with all the innate

disadvantages that involved.

Thus the settlement following the ^usso-J-p^ncsc War,

I the logical sequel of Japanese doniiu.nc_ to the exclusion

of i in Manchuria, largely determined the present Sino-

ovict border east of Baikal « In spite of opportunities that

existed after the Second World War, it has not been possible

for lussia to regi in !"«.nchuric. She best Stalin could do u.f ter

the war was to to make northern China a satellite st-t ,

but, prob:bly to Stalin*s surprise, all China was soon unified

by the Chinese communists, with a re<-ultc.nt position of power

that has allowed them to follow their own Star* Stalin did

not actually have the op-ortunity to annex any portion of
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Manchuria without creating problems of the first order.

ere war,, of course, the matter of American opposition, but

perhaps of creator importance was the situation within Manchuria.

By 1945 Manchuria was no longer sparsely settled and under-

/eloped. It was by this time an organic part of China, and

an attempt to convert it to an organic part of the Soviet Union

would have presented problems the solut on of which must be

accounted exceedingly arduous at best. Thus, Russia did not

h^ve the opportunity in Henctmgja in 1945 that she had had

around 1900. The issue had been settled, ana Russia had missed

her chance.

The consequences are of the first importance, Rnggja has

not become a power on the Pacific. The same innate disadvan-

tages of the Amur and Priiaorsk regions that plagued Muraviev

have seriously, perhaps decisively, hindered the Soviet Union.

Much has been done in the last few decades by a Soviet Government

determined to strengthen its holdings east of Baikal. The Amur

branch of the Trans-Siberian has long been completed, ^nd it t

alonr; with th t t of the road, has been double tracked.

Strenuous efforts have been made to develop industry and agri-

culture, and with considerable success. Large scale migration

of Slavic ilu: has been encouraged or demanded with signifi-

cant results. Nevertheless, the Amur and Primorsk have remained

less than self-sufficient, and their population has remained
12

relatively small. In truth, the population of the Soviet far

t clings to the Trans-Siberian ^ailv.ay and is to a great

12. If* A. Dougl 1 Jackson, aueso-Chincse Sorder-L^nds
(Princeton: D. Van Nostrand Com: any, 1962), p. 103.
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13
degree sustained by it. A few niles to the north of the

ur are frozen, mountainous waste lands. To the south of

the Amur is Manchuria, which is now frequently c< lied the

" luhr of the Far East."

The relative Wllllllll of the soviet Union's position in

the f r east is perhaps nore significant than is immediately

apparent. Throughout ^11 Russia's misfortunes of the early

twentieth century, she did retain control over (Alter Mongolia

and sinkiang, thus leaving central Siberia Secure. In this

:t region the continental development begun by Hurairiev and

to has been carried forward by the Soviets **t a spectacular

pace with the result that the economic and tociftl center of

sia has shifted in a very pronounced manner to the eu.st.

fhis shifting will doubtless continue, .^nd as it does, the

Soviets will have greater and greater concern over their posi-
14

tion on the Pacific. 3ut at the same tine the social and

economic center of China has shifted: to the north and west,

toward Siberia, Manchuria has become an especially important

industrial region for China, having f;rec_t natural resources

an agricultural bass to feed worker •

It would appear, then, that economic expansion and social

movement within i« ~nd China are on a collision course.

Assuming that such movement will remain within the confines

of the two nations, the matter is still likely to lead to a

13. Ibid ., p. 18.

14. lobert J. Kerner, 'The Russian Eastward Movement:
one -bserv-tions on Its Ilistoric-l ;ignif ic l c , " l'-cif ic

Historical Review . XVII (May, 1948), 335-348.
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difficult situation. be Soviet! will be concerned as Chinese

strength shifts toward their weak but Strategic postage to

the Pacific, whereas the Chinese will worry -bout what the

Soviets are doing, or intend to do, to improve their position

in the far „. Thus f the failure of the Clmrian venture

i?o! only precluded the .ence of great ilussian power on the

Pacific, but has also, with the rise of China, presented the

Soviets with a geo-political problem of the first order.

In 1903 Witt* had said with reference to Manchuria -tfid

Russia's potentials there:

... our chief air] is to see that absorption shall
take place naturally, with precipitation of events,
without taking premature steps, without seizing
territory, in order to avoid a premature division
of China by the powers concerned, which would
deprive Russia of China's most valuable provinces.**

In a sense this is precisely what happened, except that China

was so squarely in the middle she chanced to finally emerge with

the prize once more in her possession. It is just.

15. .itte, loirs, p. 322.
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Although the Russian state extended to the Pacific

littoral as early as the seventeenth century, the Russian far

east remained very sparsely settled, undeveloped, and largely

forgotten for almost two centuries. From 1347 to 1860, however,

the vigorous N. Muraviev was Governor-General of Siberia,

and in this period extracted from China a new, more southernly,

far eastern border running along the Amur and Ussuri rivers

•

Muraviev's fundamental purpose in obtaining this concession

from China was to gain access to, and navigation rights upon,

the Amur river. The Amur, flowing to the east from its source

near Lake Baikal, would, he thought, provide a means of tying

eastern Siberia together. Further, the Amur completed a river-

portage system that extended from European Russia to the Pacific,

Muraviev expected that with settlement, exploitation of mineral

resources, and agricultural development Russia would actually

become a power existing in the far east and would therefore

have an advantage over sea powers, especially Britain, in

dealing with the wealth of the orient. In the same period

Britain had opened the China trade and built it up to an impor-

tant level.

Muraviev T s venture failed, however. The innate climatic

and geo-political disadvantages of the new Russian far east

proved to be decisive, and interest in the far east quickly

lagged.

One of the main reasons for this failure was the matter of

trans-continental transportation. Although the river-portage

system across northern Asia had served Russia well, it could



not compete with modern navies and merchant murines. Thus

ssia, with her social and economic center in Europe, was

further sway from the orient in terms of time and effort thc~n

was 3rituin. This fact was grasped by several important Russian

statesmen, and in 1886 the Tsar ordered the construction of the

Trans-Siberian Railway, Hut as the railway approached the

region where Muravicv had failed, the Amur valley end Primorsk,

it was decided, the opportunity presenting itself, to route

the road through the easy and fertile plains of Manchuria, thus

avoiding the climatic :.nd technical disadvantages of the Amur

route and Baking the total distance to the eastern terminus

over 700 mil :s shorter. The Manchurian extension became the

Chinese Eastern railway*

The Chinese Eastern was an excellent tool for economic

and military penetration of China, and many Russian statesmen,

led by Minister of Finance i7itte, fully expected that Manchuria,

along with a great chunk of northern China, would ultimately

fall to Russia* This was expected because it was assumed that

oriental nations would remain too v; :o defend themselves

and because the trans-continental rail system could operate

effectively in spite of the hostility of European sea powers.

This would allow Russia, in fertile and rich Manchuria, to

become a power in being in the far east. She would, therefore,

have a great advantage over imperialistic competitors which

depended upon the mobilization of national strength through sea

power. One of the Russian assumptions proved to be wrong,

however. Japan Bade a dramatic climb to the status of great



power and defeated Russia in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-

1905. Japan was supported by Britain and the United States,

whose interests also appeared to be threatened by Russia.

Russia*s hold on Manchuria was broken. The sequel was

a final exclusion of Russia from Manchuria in 1935 when Russia

was forced back to her position in the Amur and Primorsk regions.

The same innate disadvantages that plagued Muraviev in the far

east have continued to hinder the efforts of the Soviets. The

Soviet far east has remained less than self-sufficient and

relatively weak. Thus, the breaking of Russia's hold on Manchuria

in 1905 determined the present Sino-Soviet border and has

prevented Russia from becoming a power actually existing in

the far east.


